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MANAGE TO
MOVE FEW

a strike. Though the Switchmen's
Union of North America pelieves in
radical measures, the Brotherhood of
Hallway Trainmen does not. The
agreements with the eastern roads sti
pulate that they may be terminated
upon thirty days' notice by either par
ty. No such notice has as yet been
given."
ENGLISH

.

B. OF R. T.

1

-

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

SHADOW

BE HELD

;

mentsvof the successful bidders from
a' financial point of view and can also
give assurance that there will be no
Interference from the state or city
Governor Sperry "has
authorities.
made no statement beyond saying he
would look up the law covering the
The law of Utah, governing
subject.
'
prize fights, is practically 4he same
at ' the California law.
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PROSECUTION
OF SUGAR
V
FRAUDS SUDDENLY HALTED

IN UTAH

New York, Dec. 3. The government has encountered a check in the
prosecution of the American Sugar
Refining company when it developed
yesterday that documentary evidence
and many witnesses Important to the
government's case have disappeared.
The missing documents were records
kept by city weighers and n either the
documents nor the men who kept
them could be found.
But, although tally sheets were
missing, the' government was, able to
Introduce testimony showing that every scale on the Williamsburg dock
of the company had been tampered
with.
Conrad Heller a cafrpenter testified
of the woodto cutting put a
en stanchion of No. 1 KC5ile. Tli'ouph
the hole thus cut ilv- governmer-- t
contends was operated the eteel
spring that manipulated the eights
recorded on the beam.
Thomas D. Hoyatt, a government
weigher was asked if he had inspected all sixteen scales on the docks in
company with Treasury Agent Parr.
'
"Yes," he answered, "and I found
all scales fixed the. same way.""With springs In them?" asked the
'
'.
judge.
the holes were
but
"No, your honor,
there Just the same.'
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O'CLOCK

FIVE

3, 1909

WALSH IN IGHT MAY

POLITICIANS
OPEN THEIR CAMPAIGNS

London, Dec.3. Freed of legislative
duties, the members of the house of
commons and many peers began to
open' their political campaigns in their
own constltuences
today. uompara
STRIKE SITUATION IN NORTH
few remained in London for the
tively
WEST SLIGHTLY IMPROVED
formal proroguing of parliament. DaTODAY
vid Lloyd George, chancellor of ex
chequer, fired the first shot at a lun
cheon of the National Liberal club,
WORKING Winston Spencer Churchill started
STRIKEBREAKERS
the camalgn In Lancashire, while
on the other side Lord Lansdowne
AT ST. MUL and J. Auten Chamberlain have gone
UFN IMPORTED
to Plymouth to speak the first words
TAKE PLACE OF UNION
for the unionists.
;, SWITCHMENThe King's speech, proroguing par
.
liament, was read today. The pro-were brief and only a hand
WALK-OU- T
ceedings
NO GENERAL
ful of members were present. As soon
as the speech was read the King's
consent to bills passed during the
SYM
A
BE
NOT
THERE WILL
was announced and the mem
session
PATHETIC STRIKE OF
bers dispersed.
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APPEAL
IS

BANKER'S
FOR REHEARING

CONVICTED

DENIED.
ONE

UNITED

OF

COURT,
MAY

YET SAVE AGED

FINANCIER

BIS

SENTENCE
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REMAINS 0CKAHD

RECOURSE

SUPREME,
STATES

AND JOHNSON WILL
BATTLE IN SALT LAKE
'
.;':'
CITY

JEFFRIES

;

AS

KB

IF NOT THERE, THEN SAN
CISCO WILL BE THE
'
.. CHOICE

YEARS f'UST

5:

ABJITS

FOsfTlG

FRAN-

P. MORGAN OBTAINS CONTROL
OF ASSURANCE SO- -

CIETY

mi

FORFEIT

po-tl-

ON
PROMOTER
WILL , INSIST
FOUND GUILTY OF MISAPPLYING
UP
MAN
EACH
PUTTING
FUNDS OF CHICAGO NATIO- .,.
;
NAL BANK

;

(

mw:,r

vastly

DOLHALF BILLION
NVOLVES
LARS AND CONTROL OF TWO

'

V

v

"

-
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BANKS,

MIITUAUZATION PROPOSED

on

-

LIFE COMPANY WILL BE RE
ORGANIZED WITH THIS END '
'
' '
. ;
IN VIEW

BIG

,

FOREIGN. NATIONS REFUSE
New York, Dec. 3. The purchase of
New York, Dec. 3. The battle beChicago, Dec. 3. John R. Walsh,
RED CROSS STAMPS
Conditions
tween
J.
and
Jack
James
Jeffries
a
majority of the stock In tha Equltconvicted of misapplying the funds of
lit the local railroad terminals, affectbe held in Salt Lake
Johnson
may
yet
J,
by
Assurance
society
Life
able
3.
which
Foreign postal the Chicago National bank, of
Washington, Dec.
ed by the general strike of union
City. Just before the two fighters sat
become confused ov he was
Plerpont Morgan which was announce
president, was denied a re- down to sign the final articles in
switchmen, were still in bad shape authorities have
Christ
Red
Cross
of
ed last nleht. Is a move of vsir.JKii
number
er
were
the
put
hearing of his appeal by the federal Hoboken, N. J., today, "Tex" Rickard,
today. More strikebreakers
other "charity" circuit court of appeals here today by
In the financial worlj," be- - j
portance
chamto work this morning, dui noviuumo mas stamps and
the- successful bidder for the
the
them
from
con
UnJthe
virtual passing of control
cause
ana
anil
tne
reaching
stamps
Baker.
Seaman
done
was
of .business
Judges Grosscup,
pionship fight, was handed two telea billion dollars and I
half
tea
restates.
.
and
of
passenger
nearly
This leaves Walsh without other
gestion of freight
grams which he said came from prohave,
two large trust com- - f
Pive
plac
of
domination
relieved.
governments
the
foreign
course than the supreme court of the minent citizens of Salt Lake City.
traffic was very little
use
such
the
over
of,
ed restrictions upon
cold wave hovering
, With , a
panles, is believed In Wall street
United States to stay the execution of Rickard announced to the fighters RICHARD KERENS SLATED
is stamps. Four of the countriesGreat the sentence' committing him to five
to foreshadow a mora importan'
, Montana and a blizzard raging, it
that the messages requested him to
FOR DIPLOMATIC POST day
.
move, the mutualization of the Equt- in the federal prison at Fort disregard quoted statements of the
feared that much suffering will result Britain, Orange River Colony, South
years
oWa
'
William w ITntrtikiss. state mi.
!
because of the depletion of the coal ern Rhodesia and the Transvaal, re- Leavenworth,' Kan,
.
governor of Utah and the district at
Washington, Dec. 3. Unless Chas.
of Insurance, said today
supply unless traffic conditions . are fuse to admit to their mails packages
perintendent
of
Salt
Lake
that
torney
they Nagel, secretary of the department
City
Improved very soon. The Northern bearing such stamps, and Germany MANY CRIMINAL CASES ,
of the ownlete muthe
that
subject
not
would
take
the
permit
fight to
of commerce and labor, makes a per
Pacific was able to get two coal trains admits packages bearing tbe stamps
ad been
tualization of the Equlta.
In that state.
AT
place
ALBUQUERQUE
PENDING
to
sonal
the
President
if
but
affixed
to
of
.the
back
division
Rich
appeal
Taft,
today,
over the Montana
they ,be
for several
under
consideration
I
cannot
names
the
of
the
give
not
are
but
If
Kerens
or
of
ard
use.
letter
St Louis, probably will
parcel,
they both were for its own
;
:
M-- ,
.
.
W
Dec. 3. One men who sent me the telegrams,' be' appointed ambassador to Austria. months.
Albuquerque,-N- .
annvi.inttaniiin
un mw wm, v . it n . . KfllHv said placed on the face of It ;
kju
o
was
4
e
containedI
'iie
am
JTeW8
cas"but
said
Mer
the
;
Rickard,
twenty-fivcriminal
and
hundred
sure,
Concerning the matter the postofflce
Nagel Is opposed to the appoint- t
full switching crews would be at work
can be held in Utah, and if that Mr,
the
Lstatement''nm
on
in
fight
docket
es
remain
the
bulletin
still
Issued
a
has
division
of
ment
say
he
has
not
been
department
thfr"
but
Kerens,
Dakota
oil
at all points
to be refused Second judicial district .court, accord- - a the case, I think the Jtffrles-Johrequested by the president to state
of the Great Northern today. The ing that articles-liabl- e
111
wll bft held., in Salt .Lake his vjews. In the matter.. He intimated
to
any of; the countries ing' to a summing up of untried
Northern at admittance
yardmaster of the Great
ill uia iM:k.,
,
City.":- V.
:;'.' ..' today that unless such a request x'ai jjOTfH AsBut-fir:
.
Fargo, ' N. D., this - morning, began named above on account of bearing lnal cases taken yesterdays These
'v
said Jimmy Coffroth was in
jLlfa
Rickard
cars
various
cases
are
to
be
will
persons
returned
the
against
charity
in
stamps
movinghorses
freight,
using
'
sender If known, otherwise such ar who have been indicted for different no way interested In the fight, but for Warner, Senator Elkins 6f West
for the business men.
!
,
ticles will be sent to the division of violations of the law, from murder to If It was held in California It wduld Virginia, and Postmaster General
Three hundred strikebreakers
Cidvel
Grover
which
arena
in
his
be
Colma
to
probably
dead
send
children
Under
to
letters.
school,
,j
refusing
In St. Paul this morning.
Hitchcock, who are Insisting that Mr. O'Brien and
iGeorsei Westi&ghouse
and include cases alleging mayhem, which would be enlarged to seat at
cuard. they were marched to the gen
were
made
thousand
least
Rickard
triisteea
for the
CASE ON TRIAL
persons.
forty
voting
Tf
fcn wni i,o
m
cruelty to animals, violations of the
ronfliifln ., th
eral office of the Northern Pacific, MURDER
,
01
BEFORE JUDGE ABBOTT Sunday ' law,' larceny,' selling: liquor said he would insist on a cash de la their nnTertandin
poncy, nomers ana it
where they could be kept until they
that
a11 Mr-- Ryan'8
to minors and other transgressions of posit of ten thousand dollars by each ambassador will be
miiM ia iHatHhvntBrl. On the way to
interests, In- -;
appointed next T,6,
'
an me ajocK purcnased by
the offices they were loudly booted Albuquerque, "N. M., Dec. '3. The a more or less serious nature. But of the fighters as a guarantee of their weej.
lauumg
'
nim rrom James H. Hyde."
,&v
and employes of several large whole' case of the territory versus John L. very few of these cases will be reach appearance in the ring.
.
.
I
..
...
nuuudr
The final articles for the Jeffries-Johnsoj lne
ree- sale groceries pelted them with po Lasater, of Los LunaB, charged with ed during the present term, however.
lerms 01 lne trusf"
"".
:
TECHNICALITY
MAY
the , murder of Nicolas Sanchez at The number of cases on the docket is
"
fight were signed this aftertatoes. ..:,
" '
t,;.
reterrea to m Mr.. Morgan's an-- -.
H.
FREE
CLAY
PIERCE
rounds
Tome, N. M., on September 8, 1908, about the average number left over noon. They will fight forty-fiv- e
nouncement the Ryan stock could not
was taken up in the district court from term to term. Most of the per or more in either Utah or California
. Strike
Broken at Duluth.
Dec. 3. The case of be 8old vltbout tha consent, of the
Tex..
Austin,
Duluth, Minn., Dec. 3. The action here yesterday morning, Judge Ira A. sons charged with the various crimes before "Tex" Rickard's club on July H. Clay Pierce, the oil magnate un- - Burvlvmg trustees, whose term of
4th. The referee will be selected six der
t the Brotherhood of Railway Train- Abbott sitting on the bench; Lasater are out on bonds.
Indictment for perjury and false power held until June 15, 1910, and
ty days before the contest.
men last night In deciding to return was Indicted for murder by a Valen0 miSnt continue the agreement for
may be dismissed upon a
swearing,
notner ve years if they saw fit.
to work, apparently has broken the cia county grand jury two days after ABE RUEF 8ECURES
was
raised
the
that
technicality
by
Mcintosh Bids $200,000.
'
trike at Duluth. Conditions were al the affair happened. A change of veRELEASE ON, BOND
defensn rturlna- thn nrntrroaa
tho Botn ct them are very busy men and
nue was secured from Valencia coun
most normal this morning. Forty-fou- r
Sydney, N. S. W., Dec. 3. Hugh trial today., The question Involved Is as .they haTe
the society
San Francisco, Dec. 3. Abraham Mcintosh today cabled his represent
switchmen, who are members of the ty to Bernalillo county because of alMiss Nan0 Nagel, the clerk out paf U ha3 IouS been taken for
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen re leged feeling existing in the lower Ruef, former political boss and for a ative at New York a bid of f 200,000 in the secretary of state's
tna they would be wyilng to
office, who grante
son fight. Mcin administered
turned to work this morning and ev county regarding the ' matter. Tha number of years the dominating power for the Jeffries-Johpass
lr resPnsibllities to other
to
Mr.
the
oath
Pierce
ery railroad is receiving freight for case is being prosecuted for the ter- in San Francisco politics, was releas- tosh said he has, made a deposit with when he made the affidavit ihat the 8nouIid,fr8
they found they could do
ritory by Attorney General Frank W. ed from the county jail at midnight a New York newspaper. The" bids Raters-Pierc- e
all points.
Oil company was not a 80 wltn0ut Prejudice to tha policy
Clancy,
formerly district attorney, last night on bonds agregating three closed December 1 and Mcintosh is
o any pool, trust, combination holdera- - Prior to confirmation of the
who is familiar with the details. B. hundred thousand dollars. Ruef Is too late. He had made an earlier bid party
1,500 Idle at Great Falls.
Mr. . Westinghouse
or agreement in restraint of trade transfer' neither
nor Mr-- O'Brien would discuss either
under sentence of fourteen years in but it was thrown out as there was was not a
Great Falls, Mont., Dec. 3. Fifteen W. Dobson is defending Lasater. ,
officer.
R.
RobertJ.
legal
hundred men are Idle here on account
detail3 or Probabilities,
prison and an appeal is pending. He no deposit.
son, attorney for the defense, argued
Unless MONTANO AND MEDINA ; .
was ordered taken "into custody a year
of the switchmen's strike.
Ryan's holdings in the Equitable
Miss Nagel had no legal right to
that
FOUND GUILTY BY JURY ago after Assistant District Attorney
re bought in large part from James
Law Permits Fights.
there is an immediate change for the
'
administer
oath.
the
"
H- better In the situation, many hundreds
Bait Lake City, Utah, Dec 3. Loc- Heney had been shot down . in the
Hyde, although Edward H. Harri- In the case of the territory vs. Ju- - court room during a brief recess Mn al men interested in gecarlnx tbe
man had laid plans which, as hft
more will be laid off in various parts
MAY
REMOVE
sup- PRESIDENT
of the city In different lines of. indus- lianp. Montana and Facundo Medina, the Ruef trial.1. His release on bond I Jeff ries Johnson fight are very ccnfl- d' were t0 as3nre him the r
! X!
OF BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN
local
charged with receiving stolen proper is permitted on account of bad health. dent they can satisfy all tht require- try. Six trains, some carrying
j uw nem insteaa 10 Mr. Ryan.
freight, left the Missouri river on ty, he jury returned a verdict In the
New York, Dec. 3. The removal of I
the Northern SPacific this morning district court this morning, - finding
Bird
S. Coler from the presidency of SNEAK THIEF STEAL8
J the defendants guilty. The"- specific
M
iiui:iziin auu
'i nAT vpa irinnH nn nv .itl.11.
the
of Brooklyn is asked of
SCREWS FROM TOMBS
Borough
TO
clerks. A blizzard In eastern Montana charge against the two men was havGovernor Hughes by the commission- Is adding to the difficulties of the rail ing In their possession a saddle beera of accounts in a communication
New Orleans. Dec 3 "Tha n.Mj, '
' "".'
longing to Alfred Kroenig, which had
roads. v
,
et
the
sneak thief in the state of Louisiana
accompanying
s
charges
against
been stolen,
jrictuucui oier urawn up tor suDmis- - nas Deen operating In New Orleans
This' afternoon Judge McFle heard
Improvement at Seattle, t
slon to the governor.
His specialty la stealing brass screws
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 3. Traffic con prguments on a demurrer filed by W.
from tombs in the cemeteries."
maladministration
"Incompetency,
B.
are
ditions in the northwest
begtnnnig
Bunker,' counsel for. Lou Glese, to
and misconduct In office and serious
This was the report made
to show soma improvement. Although the, indictment charging the def end- - New
by a Junk
York, Dec. 3. John D. Rocke- Grand Central station. Although the waste of the public funds," were the dealer yesterday to the sexton of t'-are still receiving an.. .wim emoezziement.
the railroads
mada
In
fun of the talk accusations
the report. Mr. Cblar's St Louis cemetery, the quaint bi ?
Court will probably adjoura tomor feller has decided personally to' Jead oy, king later
freight for shipment subject to deabout anybody killing him, the New removal is asked if the governor, after Place which thousands of
trav
lay, they have .begun the movement row evening, at which time Judge the fight of the oil trust against dis- York Central
a hearing finds the charges sustained, from
and the police
j
the country have v
of trains and the congestion in the McFle will ..return , to his home in solution. At least, that is hinted at In
him
;
nr., triers .term or ornce win espir toee K,:."above ground
carefully.
.'
yards here is being reduced. Several Santa Fe.,
statements today.
All the way from Cleveland, rail- December next.
uean inigr, it wa- .1
arnwd t
switching rws hnva been
Alter his arrival here1,' Mr. Rockefel- road detectives saw that no stranpw
l.as been extrar
1."
ws in.
to
The
strike
work.
FORTUNE
leaders,
jrat
ler got In touch with Homer Elliott, entered the Brookline. The Rockefel- Tr.OCPSHIP PRAIRIE
' t. Lou:
marble
8
it
WILL GO TO CHARITY head of the
however, profess to be well satisfied
of
the
ler party was not allowed to lew
legal department
GETS STUCK INl'vO 'tier loca;
with the situation, ..."
lavlr.7 V
r
of the -- car at the .Grand Central station
Standard Oil company.
arbleb': '
to the grsu..
'' Honolulu, Dec. 3. Former Queen all
vLr.. 'Mpbia, Dec. 3, The
importance which Elliott has in until all other
tranport
LilioukalanI, ,of Hawaii, It was an hand Is the Standard's appeal to the train had taken passengers "qu the
RAILWAY TRAINMEN TO ,
'
f af cmc which left here yes?
.
their
Prairie,
departure.
. r.C Y
DEMAND WAGE INCREASE nounced- today, has executed a deed United States supreme court from a
ternoon- f r Panama and pot
is
a
that
"Oh,
he
f r
said,
etory,"
silly
of trust whereby the greater part of
ENCTRABLE FOC
decision dissolving the trust and it with a smile, which draw his thin Xicaras- i with sevon hundr.'-New York, Dec. 3.
Representatives her estate valued at two hundred thou- is understood that this was the sub- lips still tighter, when asked concern ri:
went
atKMrd,
t
last
i
(3
aground
of trainmen on all the "eastern roads sand dollars, will, after her death, go
Chlcagn, Deqf 3A (i,;.n;,-- fog vSloh
,
under discussion.
ing the plot against his life, report! x. the Ts 'awar river near Fort I.
over Chicago early todav
of the country comprising 300,000 em- toward the endowment of Orphan asy- ject
'ng
John C. Milburn, who has been the to the Cleveland ' police by Harold wire. The Prairie was still fast j
red seriously with traffic ami r.'r
ployes issued a statement' 'here last lums for Hawaiian and part Hawaiian chief
vp
in
trust
of
of
tha
the
champion
Smith,
raud
Sawyer
legal
J tfjis morning and
.Minerya, Ohio.;
i '
e cause, of two
night declaring that they will shortly children. '
Rreclig in which
the , courts,' was not In his office to
"There's nothing In that. It is, busso until hii'h tide
remain
present a, demand tti the roads for a
W 01. personssfrtotisH- - l.
day.. There It was said he was at. iness that has brought hie back.'',
1
T SEVERE GALE SWEEPS
1 Two ir,t rurbrn t
ten per" cent Increase. : '
j
ct) 'M
home ill.' At his residence Milburn
John D. Rockefel'er,,' Jr., met ,U's KING EDWARD , "REE3
lt3r-- s,:,rf'(-The statement reads in part:1'
GREAT BRITAIN'S COAST declined to discuss 'the next legal father at the station.
n'nue
r
,
TO
Ai
Avr
e!;;l,t j
"The votes in the various districts
tw
London, Dec. 3, A severe gale pre moves of the Standard Oil company,
With Mr, Rockefeller, Jr., : was his
v
'
who.-have all
been taken
the
by
vailed in Great Britain today. Con referring all Inquiries to Mr. Elliott. sister, Mrs. Harold McCormick. and
re
..
Kint;
t
.. .
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen siderable damage was done,
' '
It was ' shortly "after 8 o'clock her husband. The party entered auto- day formally
particularthe invitation ivKj tarc
and will shortly ba presented to all of
to
coats
the
towns.
Small ship- yesterday that the Rockefeller car, mobiles and hurried away' The elder vilfsiion (o act as arbitrator in the
town diet
the eastern railway companies. Ev- ly,
rk;..
v
ping also suffered, but no lost of life Brookllne, attached to the Cleveland Rockefeller and his invalid wife, went
XlDlted States tense that
claim
between
tha
were v
will
be
done
to
erything possible
avoid is reported.
i and New York express, rolled into the to their new home in Pocntitlco hills. and Chile.
'.
few fee fl
.

St. Paul. Minn., Dec. 3.
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PV

fore the commission- - for

about 'and finally asked. One of the
commissioners produced a copy, of
the Fort Worth paper, "and of all the
DAK
10CG"0TIYES roastlngs a body of men ever got, I
was quoted in that paper of giving
It to the railroad commission," said
Populac Veteran Official, Now in he in t relating the incident. "I read
Charge f Eastern Railway of New it over carefully and then addressed
Mexico, Recounts Interesting Exper the commission.
ce -- How Soldiers
iences of Vj ars
"Honestly, gentlemen, I did not
Rustoed Train Over Steep give the latter part of this interview,"
T
Mountain Grades. ,;
I said. "I admit telling the reporter
i
'
about the livestock situation, but 1
soldiers once pushed did not say a word about the railroad
United)far!Si
tVta Villi a In Maw commission. He must have been a
rxTTQT
J U. CJvt
Mexico to get to an Indian fight. It mind reader, for he expressed
my
was loig ago, when railroading was sentiments exactly, however."
The commissioners broke into an
"railroading In the good old days'
tuid not ,such as it is now. Avery uproar of laughter, and Turner got
Turner, who now' rides In a" private more respectful attention from that
far over the Santa Fe lines, was the body than he had ever received beconductor of the train and vouches fore. They liked a truthful, man.
for the story,
The Old Army. "
It wag away hack, in the early
Col. Turner recalls many stories
eighties, Just after the Santa Fe had of "the old west" when the railroad
built into New Mexico, and grizzled first came to the country and tb.3
l
old General Forsyth was in command soldiers formed the principal populaof the troops in Northern New Mexi- tion of whites. He remembers an old
co. "The Santa Fe in those days was
time army officer in Fort Trinidad,
the wealthy corporation that it Colo., who, as most old time army
is now, and it did not have the pow- officers did, Imbibed freely. The
erful locomotives that now draw its boys had a habit of saying, "Captain,
, trains over the steepest
grades with-- "
drunk," Just to see his actions.
out difficulty. It had only a few whee- your
The captain was a Kre.iL billiard play
zy little old locomotives out on its er, and he always stood on his binds
frontier lines' and sometimes they on the table to prove that he was
pulled and sometimes they didn't. sober. When pome of the Jolly spirits
General Forsyth got a dispatch that of the amo eot into the pool room
were raising trouble up
nights, they often kept the captain
it southern Colorado and he wanted jit
on nis nanus moi u w
standing
once
the
to
to move his troops at
time.
scene. Avery Turner was trainmaster
CoL Turner recalls the time when
'at the time and he told the general he had all the' money in Trinidad.
.that with, the motive power at his Trinidad then consisted of a saloon,
command It would be impossible to a dance hall and a supply store,
w move the number of men desired with stambline tables in all of them,
In true soldier language, more pic-- j
and soldiers, miners and railroad con
turesque than polite, the general ord- -' struction men as the principal paered the train to be made up. "Your trons.
Money was scarce and the men
road has a contract to transport sol- -'
;
running the town hit upon the. idea
diers and by the gods you will trns--. of
issuing money of their own and
port us or I will know why," said the thev had a lot of metal checks strucK
final order of the old fighter.
off. One night there was a big game
Soldiers Push Train.
on and Col. Turner before the morn
i
"That meant get' busy," said Mr. ing eun began to smile down upon
Turner, In relating the story, "and 1 the little, village . in the mountains,
'
.
did the best I could--- 1 hitched the found himself in possession or an tne
little locomotive aU my command to loose checks in town. For a week
a we Bianea, jliib every Tnan who wanted a drink had
tne troop U
tire to negotiate on future pay checks
ht"
bis:
first
with the colonel for a supply of the
W SH I H f ad the metal discs.
, Army Red Tape.
Talklne of army matters in the good
'.the whole bunch at m old days, Col. Turner recalled a cap
.JInfk
tain who had a lonely station in New
U'vwouia only get'
t
S
Mexico and happened to be the only
instead
of
tm
3ne
the
fight
;
V ' !o
C Wtoppin'gVn a mountainside to rest.
officer in the garrison., He was post- rwben the men were ordered out, commander, troop commander, , quart
and several other tmngs.
ordered
(them to Kt on either side
,I
of the train and push. Well,' you ought As troop commander, he had to make
to have seen the expresssions on the a requisition on the commanding offaces of tHoe soldiers. They saw I ficer for some supplies he needed and
meant what I said, however, and they as commanding officer he had to repushed and the train went up the fer it to the auartermaster for ap
hllh. They all got on again and things proval, then get It back and approve
went well till we come to another it as commanding officer. By the time
hill. I repeated my, request to the it had gone the rounds all the time
general and got some more real sol- lirtnsr Viefnrn him nn his desk as he
dier language for my trouble, but .1 wrote, a smile overspread his count
got the men and over we went again. enance at the ludicrousness of the
Next time we slowed down, the en- situation, and he wrote across the
tire command turned out and the en-- i bottom as "fourth ; endorsement":
gineer actually had to put on the "This damn rot is according to army
brakes to keep that train from get- red tape. Approved."
ting hot boxes making the ascent.
We had no more trouble. The sol-- . RAILROAD NOTES
diers were ready every time we got Conductor Hereford and crew back
to a hill, and we reached the scene ed out to Kroenlg's yesterday to bring
' of debarkation ahead of time. Old in a train side tracked at tnat staGeneral Forsyth smiled as he said tion.
farewell and said If we needed any
Engineer William Trainer t reports
more IJnited States assistance in the himself ready for duty after being
on
off a few days, due to being a little
operation of the Santa Fe, to call
him, but we didn't need it. Head--r bit "under the weather."
E. A. Young is a new fixture in
quarters soon sent out some better
'
locomotives, and after 'that we trans- the employment of the Santa Fe comported soldiers over any hill in New pany, at this place, having accepted
""v Mexico, and they rode all the way. '
a position as brakeman.
i
.. A Truthful Man.
Fireman Carter is looking after the
Col. Turner is one of the pictures- - steam gauge on engine No. 1203 while
,
que characters "in the western rail- Fireman Clifford Trainer retreats
'
for
a
from
few
a
days.
to
duty
Truthful
road world of today.
Engineer Garfield Flshburn who
fault, he Is admired and loved by
the people throughout the section has been pegging away on the "slow
of board for the past two weeks, has
where he travels as
the Eastern Railroad of New Mexico, been assigned to regular duty on
which means practically all of the engine No. 1613.
His
Engine No. 984, which has .just
; Santa Fe's New Mexico lines.
truthfulness saved him from a serious recently, .been put into service from
to
predicament before the. Texas railroad the Raton shops, has been sent
commission once.- He was going be the coast .lines for 'duty. Engineer
REMINISCENT
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Yoa can't
,trum a a substitute for this
bolic, medii.
fjr.-CC'f .tiVlH, not even taough the urgent oeaier may
thereby make a
Dr. Pierce's i i;asant Pellets regulate and Invigorate stomach, liver sad
:
towels. Si.;r-- , afci, tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
noti-alc-

H

P. A. ' Wolfe
had charge of the engine as far as

a. hearing, Warner and Fireman

and" Stopped' oft In Fort' Worth. He
gave an interview to a Fort Worth
paper on the livestock situation and
LITERALLY
went on to Austin. Next day, when
he appeared before the commission
for a hearing,. as he describes it himROAD
SANTA TE
self "A cold storage plant in hades
compared to the atmosphere that
greeted me in that room." Col. Turner
AVERY TURNER did not know what the trouble was

.

miles from Lai Cruoei, near the main
A BALD-llEM- D
Dew
line of the Santa F, and
station of Fort Filmore Is to be Just
IN FIVE HIXUTES an even seven miles from there. The
WOMAN
mini of the old fort buildings may
still be wen on the mesa and the
filled
If what you Just ate is souring on
ground surrounding the fort is
your stomach or lies like a lump fit with holt where the Mexicans have SHORN OF HER CROWN OF BEAU
lead, refusing to digest; or you belch
TY LOSES IN LOVE AND MARfor buried treasure that was supgas and eructate . sour, undigested dug
durRIAGE
there
food or. have a feeling of dizziness, posed to have been planted
FilFort
at
the
days
fighting
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste ing
"'
Hair is certainly most necessary to
in mouth and stomach headache this more.
woman. Who, could love and marry a
is indigestion.
A full case of Pape's Dlapepsln
' woman? ' What charms
costs only 50 cents and will thorough- CARNEGIE LIBRARY IS
could one, array to offset such a disstomach, and
ly cure your
leave sufficient about the house in
flR0WINOPOPULARin figurement?
and
A woman's goal is usually lo
case some one else in the family may
marriage. ; Her .crowning glory is her
suffer from stomach trouble, or indihair. The loss lof her hair mars her
gestion.
That the Carnegie library in this
Ask your pharmacist to show you
happiness and success. Yet
beauty,
eviIs
In
popularity
the formula plainly printed on these city is growing
where we live, are thouhere
right
the
cases, then you will under- denced by the fact that during
women
of
sands
neglecting or injure
stand why dyspeptic trouble of all month of November just past, twenty-fivhair to such an (extent that
their
ing
new
to
Issued
patrons,
kinds muBt go, and why they usually
cards were
is only a matter of time when it
relieve sour,
stomachs or swelling the total of persons usng the It
ruined.
indigestion in five minutes. Diapepsin library to 1,334. The detailed report, will be utterly
is harmless and tastes like candy, which is of considerable interest folMany women destroy the beauty of
their hair through thoughtlessness or
though each dose contains power suf- lows:
.,
ficient to digest and prepare for asIgnorance of certain facts! They do
in
library not shampoo their hair often enough.
Number of bound volumes
similation Into the blood allthe food
you eat; besides, ft makes you go to November 1, 6552.
or too often. They use soaps or pre
the table with a healthy appetite; but
No. of bound volumes added by purparations which contain Ingredients
what will please you most Is that you chase, during November, 2.
harmful to the scalp and hair.
will feel that your stomach and intestNumber of volumes, gift from Mrs.
As a result of such treatment dan
'
ines are clean and fresh, and you will H. W.
Stevens, 4.
druff is created, the hair loosens, loses
not need to resort to laxatives or livNumber of volumes, gift from Mrs.
er pills for biliousness or constipacolor, falls out, and baldness comMorrisey, 10.
tion.
mences, unless proper and prompt pre
Number of volumes,-- gift from a cautions are taken in time. Then
This city will have many Diapepsin
14.
cranks, as some people will call them, friend of the library,
microbes and certain diseases
but you will be cranky about this
Number of volumes withdrawn from again, about
bring,
unhealthy Bcalp and hair
splendid stomach preparation, too, if library, 5.
,
conditions.
you ever try a little for Indigestion
Number of volumes in, library Nov.
can rid themselves of
Most
or gastritis . or any other stomach
peopla
30, 6577.
dandruff and correct, diseased, scalp
.'
misery.
No. of cards issued to new patrons,
Get some now, this minute, and
and' hair conditions if they will use
.25.
forever rid yourself of stomach trouthe right remedy. We have that rems
Number of books loaned, 986.
ble and Indigestion.
and we will positively guarantee
Number of persons using library, edy, will eradicate
dandruff and prethat it
.'
334.
baldness or it will not. cost tha
vent
ings are decidedly satisfactory to of- I, Number
of daily papers in library', 8. user
'
"
ficials. They have reached a point
s i
anything.
;
"
Number of weekly periodicals, 8
where many of the latter would like
a pretty broad statement but
That's
14.
Number
of monthly periodicals,
to make preparations
for extensive
we will back It and prove it with our
Number of
periodicals own money. Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
betterment a few months hence. With
V
such a great tonnage as the roads are
4s the remedy that will grow hair and
overcome scalp and hair troubles". It
carrying the car situation was seldom
It has been announced that the will grow hair even on bald heads, unof
better, if ever. The distribution
rolling stock is giving shippers little Cimarron & Northwestern railroad, less all life in the hair roots has been
cause for complant andN unless very in Colfax county, will be extended four extinguished, the follicles closed, and
stormy and cold weather sets in it is miles at once. This new extension will the scalp is glazed and shiny. It gets
not believed that much difficulty will be made up one of the canyons open Its name from the fact that it grew
be experienced in maintaining pres- ing out Into the Ponil and will be hair in 93 out of 100 cases, where it
made for. the purpose of getting tlm- received a
ent conditions.
.
thoroughly hard, impartial
Fort Filmore is the newest station ber out of that country better. The and practical test.
We want you to try Rsxall "93" Hair
on the Santa Fe. That nante sounds contract for the work has been let to
familiar with the old timers who came H. K. Chrlstensen, who completed the Tonic at our risk. You surely cannot
to New Mexico with the California construction of the McCormick reser lose anything by doing so,' while you
column or located in the territory voir not long ago. The work will be have everything to gain. ' You would
Just after the war. Fort Filmore was begun at once and pushed through better think this over, and then come
.
one of the historic frontier posts be- as fast as possible.
in and see us about this offer. You
will be well repaid for your visit to
fore and during the war, and It is
Nell "She had lofty Ideals
said that Albert Sidney Johnson,
when our store. Two sizes, 50 cents and
"Fighting Joe" . Wheeler and other she went on the stage, and now she's $1.00. Remember you can Obtain RexBh
celebrated army men were stationed on the ballet." Belle "Yes,
all Remedies in East Las Vegas only
there during the life of the old fort started to elevate the stage and wound at bur store, The Rexall Store. E.
'
Fort Filmore is located Just seven up br elevating her toes."
G. Murphey.
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,
Albuquerque..
Fireman L. J. Litteneker has takon

an indefinite lay off- - Fireman Zollinger willtake up the cares and worries oil engine No. 925, while the regular fireman is off duty. ,
Fireman Barnett is absent from his
engine, No. 928 for an indefinite period on account of sickness. Fireman
McNeeley, is making the cinders fly
during Fireman Barnett's absence.
Conductor Bowen and crew unloadcars of stock at the
ed twenty-on-e
local stock yards yesterday for feed
and rest, under the supervision ' of
J. B. Floyd, stock yards foreman.
Conductor J. W. Burks who has
been In charge of the work train at
Lamy for the past two weeks, is again
in service on the main line, the work
train having been suspended for an
lndeflnte perpd. ;
A carload of Mexicans arrived in
'
the city yesterday afternoon from
Mexico to be employed at this place
as section hands and to assist in the
laying of new steel on this division
of the Santa Fe.
Brakeman J. H. Myers, for. the past
month or so in the employ of the
Santa Fe company at this place as
brakeman, has designed his position
here and will travel elsewhere, where
j
the 'slow hoard' looks better.
Conductor James Purcell is again
back at his old tricks on the local
after a few days' lay off. Conductor
Youngston who has been handling
Conductor Purcell's run is back at
his former duties as brakeman.
H. TJ. Mudge has been elected president of the Rock Island road. Mr.
Mudge formerly was general manager of the Santa Fe, with headquarters in Topeka and later became secof the Rock Island.
ond
He now succeeds B. L. Wlnchell, who
goes to the Frisco, probably as president.
Edward H. Harriman was worth 149
million dollars when he died. This be
came known wheli the appraisers appointed by the surrogate's court finished their estimate of his holdings. Before his dath and shortly after It, all
sorts of estimates were made about
his fortune, ranging from 50 million
to 250 million dollars.
Conductor Dan Coyle, who has for
many years been in the employ of
the Santa Fe at Raton, running as
brakeman and extra conductor, has
been rewarded for his many years of
faithful service and given a regular
car in the freight service between
this city and Raton. Danny has been
V
assigned to car No. 10392.
Chris. Wertz who returned yesterday from Clovls, this morning entered upon his duties as chief clerk to
Dvision Foreman Archer Talley, relieving Robert. Roney, who basrgone
back to the bonus clerks' desk. Vic
Allison who was to have been transferred to Clovls, will be retained In
the local division foreman's office as
assistant to Mr. Roney in handling
V'
the bonus work.
The passenger department of the
Rock Island-Friscsystem has issued
an attractive booklet descriptive, of
Louisiana. It is stated that of the
28,000,000 acres of land about
are of alluvial origin, more
than is possessed by any other state
in the union, and thousands of acres
of marsh land is being reclaimed and
put under cultivation every year. The
booklet is illustrated and describes
extensively the products to .which the
southern land is suited.
Charging that "They would have a
goernment for their own protection
wfthout a willingness to contribute
their fair share to Its support," Governor Chas. N. Haskell has addressed a letter to the state board of public affairs advising a boycott on all
the railroads of Oklahoma which were
given a temporary ordef restraining
the state auditor from collecting the
gross revenue tax as. provided by the
first legislature. The Toads placed under the ban by the governor are the
Santa Fe, the M., K. & T., and the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.
A petty larceny! took place in the
local yards yesterday about noon;
which on the face of It seems rather
"small" on the part of some one,
evidently an employee of the Santa
Fe. Engineer T. E. Hawksworth arrived In the city yesterday shortly
before noon and -- after leaving his
train, ran engine No. 928, of which
he is engineer, down nearthe old
coal chutes, where he is usually in
the habit of leaving it and went:
to dinner. It seems that Engineer!
Hawksworth had in one of the boxes
in the cab some provisions which he
iiaes on the road. This box, which is
locked with lock and key, was entered by forcing the staple which holds
the lock, and robbed of its contents
No clue was left behind to trace the
sneak thieves, but a close lookout Is
being kept in the viclnty of the coal
chutes by Santa Fe officers.
Trafflce
conditions on western'
roads were somewhat Irregular during the past week, the movement of
freight being checked by stormy
weather, while in other directions
the movement was heavier than usual. As the winter progresses, traffic
officials look for variations of this
kind, with business up one week ana
down the other. Aside from this there
is little new in the situation. It is
conceded ,by competent authorities
that business in the west is in splendid shape and. that there is confidence everywhere. The railroads are
handling an enormous tonnage of almost every class of freight and earn-- ;
'
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BUTTERICK PATTERNS

New - Mexico's

11,000

Sq. Feet of.

Largest, Most
Modern

Store

Floor Space

ESTABLISHED

o

Necessities
Oxxtixng
,

"v.

Children's Outing Flannel Gowns, well and neatly
made from good quality of flannel
.rCJo
.y .......
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, full sizes, good colors,
nicely trimmed with braid
.....CSo
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, trimmed with braid, and having
.
collars and cuffs of contrasting colors, good weight
05o
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, well made from an extra
grade of flannel, an exceptional value
$1,00
Ladies' Outing Jlannel Skirts, knee length, in a variety
of colors and patterns, heavy quality
85o
,

;

Ladles Sweaters
13.00

.

V-

Flannel Goods

and 13.50 Sweaters,

or..

Knit Skirts

lor.;

$8.00

to

...-,....- $6

$8.60 Sweaters,

for.....,...,

00

'

$6.00;

arrived in hig gasless
baloon made a safe anon the roof
chorage
took posession of Toy-lan- d
and says to every
boy and girl, Meet me
at

Eosenwalfs

Infants' Knit Goodsof
at 85o,

85o
,

Skirts, for.....,...

!

25o

' '7;f5o Skirts, for....... .....i.: 60o
',
for i.,,;.,,.;
$1.00
' , $L25 skirts,
$L00
,)
Skirts, for.,
$1.15
$1.60 Skirts, for
:

.......

Infants Bootees

.

.

,

J

in a large and varied assortment bf
styles, qualities and colors at lOp,
J
150,200,260,350, and 60c.

A large and attractive line
Infants' knit Sacques in white, bine
and pink,

Ladies' Knit Skirts, knee length,
in all desirable colors, at special
prices. -

Santa Clans

$U5

' '
to $5.00 Sweaters,
$3.50 ,
............
for.........
T
16.00 to $7.00 Sweaters,

$4.00

.

u

60, 65o, $1.00, $1.25.

OiresW Good
an unusually pretty
fabric in all the desirable colors, worth
$2.15
$2.60 per yard, for only
Broadcloth la all the staple colors, a very
pretty and serviceable cloth, worth $156 per
.....'..
;
,.
$1.00
yard, for J.........
.

62-in-

,

Ladies' Cloth, or light weight Broadcloth
in the staple shades, suitable for suits or dresses
........... 60c
worth 75oyard, only...:.;...........i.:.
h

.

36-in-

Batiste all the popular colors and a very
desirable fabric, worth 75o yard, only
59c
Prunella Cloth in the new Fall shades
one 'of the most popular cloths of the season,
worth 11.00 per yard, only
..
89C
h

Serge and Panama cloth, in all staple colors, both one and two color effects, worth
65o per yard, only
.....
.
49C
h

mSJl

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

HAIL SERVICE

of their arriving on time but they
CHEERY
would each be doing a little to relieve the strain on perhaps the hard-

est working class of men in the
United States at that time."
In the local office the Christmas
HOLIDAY
II rush is felt to a large extent. Considerable relief from this is gained,
however,- through the aid of the postEXTRA CLERKS WILL EE DETAIL- al clerks who run into the city and
who do much of the transferring of
ED TO ASSIST REGULAR
registered matter from train to train
FORCE
direct Extra help will be added in
the Las Vegas office, ,however, and
the regular force will find Its work

PREPARES

.

FOR

SWAMPED

ALWAYS

Christmas Time Causes Abundance of
Work, When, Mails are Burdened
With Valuable Presents Registered Packages Hardest to Handle as
These Must be Checked. ,

That the mall rush at the coming
Christmas time will be the greatest
in the history of the railway mall ser-

vice Is the opinion of Chief Clerk D.
T3. Barnes, who has just returned to
Wichita, Kans., from a conference
with the four other chief clerks In
charge of lines running into Kansas
Mon- City. This conference was held
1
lnA
i eei;iai jfuiyucro
xa.y huu iiu
the formulating of plans for handling
this extra Christmas mail, especially
me g real. tAiia uiuouuk ui legioioicu
matter. ,
This registered mall Is the big proposition with which railway postal
clerks have to deal. If it were not for
this the holiday mall work would be
not far above normal. Though there
are a great many more letters, postcards, etc.', to be handled the vast
bulk of advertising matter, catalogues
and the like which pass through the
mails in such bulk during the preholl-daseason, Buddenly fall off about a
week before Christmas day, and for
two or three weeks there Is less of
this class than any other time during
the year.
But while the ordinary mail remains
near the normal in bulk the registered
matter more than doubles in volume
and it is in connection with this class
of matter that the particular troubles
of the postal clerks, postofflce employes and letter carriers arise. Although Just recently arrangements
have been made to handle the long
distance registered stufT in sealed
1

"

y

careful checking and hand to hand
stuff
nroeress
of this registered
to de-a
Its
transfer
makes
problem
.
.
AMnAntnt
i
t
mana serious cuuKiueranuu,
vapwiai-lat Christmas time.
"The Kansas City office on the first
day before the rush began last year
cleared away only about 6,000 pleecs
of registered matter," said Mr.
Barnes, "while In the midst of the
rush the average was above 13,000.
sending
Practically every one In
Christmas presents wishes them to
reach their destination on Christmas
day and are disappointed If 'they do
not do eo, when mailed at the usual
time. The boys In the postal service
put In their hardest work of the year
trying to bring this about, but try as
they may, they often handle the bulk
that Is poured In on them." If people
would send, their presents early, say
ten days before Christmas, to distant
points and five days to nearer destinations, they, would not only be sure
1

1 .1

y

TERRITORIAL ENGINEER
FIVE PERMITS

GRANTS

GREATEST

DISASTER

some who had probably lived 48 hours
were found. Rescuers equipped with
helmets and resuscitation apparatus
mieht have saved them, it is declared
At the government station at Pitta- burg and its branches at TJurbana, III.,
and Knoxvllle. Tenn.. as many as 500
miners have been Instructed In a week
In th use of the apparatus, with the
result that the three largest coal com
panies in Pennsylvania have establish
ed stations with oxygen equipment oi
their own. and all others are being
urged by the government to do so.
The equipment of mnies in Europe
with oxygen apparatus has helped reduce the death rate among miners
there to .015 per cent of those employed. In the United States the death
rate Is .086 ner cent of those employed.
Dr. Holmes is authority for the state
merit that, the death rate of miners in
the TTnited States until 1908 had been
increasing faster than the production
of coal. During 1907 3,200 men were
loHt in mine disasters.
That year
enn arena nnnronrlated J150.000 for edu
cational and experimental worn among
the miners, and after a year's work
had Instructed 2,450.

extremely heavy for a few days. On
the mall runs the help will be practically doubled, every substitute being
put on steadily and every" regular
man working about double time. Considering the fact that these extra
crews have to work the mail in the
same car space, and that the regular
men receive no extra pay for their
worki.lt. Is not to be wondered that
the employes of the postofflce department are one and all rather glad to
see the last of the Christmas season.

Santa Pe, N. M., Dec. 3. Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan yesterday granted' the applications for the
diversion of waters of five applicants
who Intend to build Irrigation works.
o
No. 289, Nicolas Rotlrlguez and
A. Rodriguez of Arboles, Colo.,
for 1.6 second feet out of the San Juan
to irrigate 160 acres.
No. 321, Jackley and Klmple of
for 6 second feet out of Dog
Canon, Otero county, of flood waters,
200 second feet, to reclaim 640 acres
at a cost of $5,000. ..
No, 324, J. L. Torres of Alamogordo
six second feet out of Preston and Barrow canons, 78 second feet during
flood season, to reclaim 640 acres at
a cost of $1,500.
Np. 325, Oleo Strand of Lake Ar
thur, Eddy county, to divert, one sec
ond foot, and 2.35 second feet of flood
waters ,to reclaim 100 acres out of Cottonwood Arroyo.
Crecencio Salazar, one half second
foot out of Ojito de la Alamenda, to
reclaim 50 acres in Rio Arriba county.
The people of Coyote community re
monstrated, but as the land at the
point of diversion is six miles below
the settlement, the application was
granted.

,

Health Is More Expensive Than
Any Cure
This pountrv la now filled with peo
ple who migrate across the continent
in all directions seeking that which
s
of them
gold cannot buy
are suffering from throat and lung
trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
from neelected colds, and spending
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
health. Could every sufferer out undo the past and cure that first neg
lected cold, all this sorrow, pain,
anxiety and expense could have been
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Kern
eii v. fa famous for Its cures of colds
and can always be depended upon,
Use It and the more, serious diseases
may he avoided. For sale by all dea
lers.
Ill

,

Nine-tenth-

Do you use Baking Powder? Don't
fail to get a copy of "The Cook's
Book" a fine collection of special
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill,
the noted authority. Free to users of
K C Baking Powder.'
Send the certificate from a 25 cent
can of K C Baking Powder and this
notice to Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago. If
you haven't tried K C Baking Powder,
order from your grocer now. You
will be more than pleased and delighted with "The Cook's Book."

PETTY GEAFTER

HAS

BEEN WORKING

HERE

The prince of petty grafters, known
as the "barber shop moocher," has
made 4iis appearance in Las Vegas,
The stranger, who dresses In Immaculate attire and carrying with him
an air of prosperity, works an old gag
that Is ever new, and gets away with
it. Ha is always clean shaven and his
hair Is always well trimmed, his
clothes are brushed dustless and his
shoes shlned, and yet only
rare occasions does he pay for the work which
the tonsorial artists performs. His
graft Is a simple, one and easily work
have
ed,, and several local barbers
been victimized by the stranger.
The fellow, whenever he needs-th- e
touch of a razor on his face or the

The hotel trade in Maxwell for the
last three months, has been the larg
est known to the history of that town,
and It Is no uncommon thing to have
In the neighborhood of forty to fifty
boarders for the week or even for
the month. Mr, Plngree, who has
been managing the property for some
time states, that business Is picking
up, and the manager says, that he Is

,

also busy.

DECEMBER

TH

3, 1909

BGHEOH SECOND

Washington. Dec. 3. According to
the records kept by the technologic de
partment the Cherry mine disaster
will rank as the second greatest in
the country. Only one other, that at
Mononeah. W. Va.. in which 356 min
ers lost their lives can furnish a great
er death list. At Monogah when tire

-

Ant
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Virginia

Holiday Advertising
This, of all times of the year,
is jvhen the merchant should
advertise, phrlstmas shoppers
eagerly scan the advertising
columns of the local newspapers during the holiday season
to ascertain what merchant has
the most attractive offerings.
The merchants who advertise
consequently are the ones who
get the business.
Proof positive that adverthe protising pays, and pays
e
merchgressive and
ant is evidenced by the thousands of dollars spent yearly
by the big city department
stores and by the mail order .
houses. If the local merchant
advertises liberally, then he Is
able to compete with the mall
order house and the Denver,
Kansas City ,and Chicago department stores, which also do
a mammoth mall order business. If he does not advertise
(in the local paper, then those
foreign houses have a distinct
advantage over him.
Las Vegas people will buy
here every time, providing
they can get what they want.
Liberal advertising by the local
merchant will convince them
that they can buy right here
at home, and at the same price
or maybe cheaper, than what
they have been In the habit of
'
sending away for.
The progressive merchant always advertises,. For Instance
the advertising columns-o- f The v
Optic prove this. The biggest
and best firms in Las Vegas are
liberal in the use of printer's
ink. Thats why they are doing more business and have
finer stores than thoBe who do
not advertise.
The Christmas rush is now
on. Not many more shopping
days remain in which to buy
gifts.. Shop
your Christmas
'early in the day and
early,
'
early In the month.

BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)

ams c&i Dacon

Have the finest flavor
they surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS

wide-awak-

If your grocer

does not
keep them

COPY
HALF

GQAlilES "Jl'FELD;

he
order them

'

COUPANY

for yovi

Wholesalers of
Generai Merohandi
'

I

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
If ail Orders Promptly Filled.

GROSS, ItELLY

and

(Inoorpormtod)

Gi

I'IIOLECALE rjEIWHANTS
and Dealer tn

IfHO and

WOOL,

OR
FOR WHOLE
ADVERTISE-MENTPAGE
MUST BE IN TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS PREVIOUS
ON
TO INSURE INSERTION
THE FOLLOWING DAY. COPY
'FOR NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
OR CHANGES, MUST BE IN
BY 9 A. M. THE PAY OF, 18-- .
SUE.
;

2

S

.

"'

PELTS

House at
EaatLm Vega, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
'
Mm Mm,
Peoo, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Oolorado

1

'xon made

BAIN WAGONS, tho Cast Farm
' RA GIXE-S- A TTLElt CO.. '2
NAVAJO EIAXSIETS VBT

hha

Advertising in The Optic
Pays Try It and See.

i'
clip of the shears on his head, enters
a barber shop,, seats himself comfort
ably in a chair and asks for everything
on the list. He gets a shave, a mass
age, a hair cut and a shampoo or
singe, asks to have tonic applied or
other cosmetics rubbed into his skin,
after which he steps from the chair,

Retail PriCer:

zz

a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery,
per ir tb&X?"
i.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c j ; r ico lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c
per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs. , each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

dons his vest, coat and collar. When
he has done this he reaches down into
his Jeans for $1.10 or whatever amount
his bill Is, and "discovers" that he has
"changed his trousers" and left every
cent In his room. Apparently discon
Harvesters, Storers arid Distributors of Natural Ice, the
certed and embarrassed h& begs the purity and lasting;
qualities of which have made Las Vejraa
barber's 'pardon and rushes out to get famous.
Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
the money right away. Barbers as a
rule are good fellows and almost In
variably say "that's all right' partner," expecting, of cours-sthat the St
fellow will return but he does not.
The nicely dressed stranger forgets all
about It and comes not back with the
$1.10 or whatever the charges amount
(Co.
to.
Of course, the fellow never visits
WHOLESALE GROCERS
the same shop twice for fear that he
will be recognized, but during the pe
'
riod of his sojourn in a town visits
Sttdi and Sttdtrt
he
where
success
works
many shops
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
fully the same gag. The barbers are
"stung" for the full amount of tha
All kinds of Native Products. -work performed, and as these little
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
mishaps happen frequently to honest
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines
people and regular patrons, the barber
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
nine times out of len believes his pa
tron is on the square and does not
care to, or is too busy to follow the
Headquarters in the Territory for
fellow and see where he goes.
This type of petty grafter Is not a
vagrant nor does he lack funds. Frequently he Is a drummer of the 'cheap
John" class, who sponges on the pubGBICULTURAL MPLEMEHTS
lic all along the route. The same man
will not hesitate to beat a board bill
or borrow money from the "house" or
from the guests with whom he has
struck up an acquaintance in the lob
bies. He doubtless works other small
grafts successfully. The grafter re
ferred to'who has appeared in this city.
yesterday fllmflammed a razor wielder
out of 85 cents and last Saturday beat
'V
another out of six bits.
It is Just such practices as this that
i
makeg the shop keeper as well as the
barber look askance sometimes v at
V w
.
mr
honest people who are strangers" to
them, and inspires them sometimes to
bawl out" people who did "change
their trousers," and leave their money
behind, but who are not trying to beat
anyone out of anything. It ia another
case where the Innocent suffers with
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Will YOU Accept This Instant Relief FREE?
us your name on a postal.
will mail you a sample of
Kondon s Catarrhal Jenyjre

SEND

At All Druggists
25c and 50c
Sanitary
Tabes, or
Sample '"

FREE

S5i

Enough for several days' treatment.
Enough to prove to you conclusively

The blessed relief that even the free
sample will bring you will encourage
you to continue its use until a complete
cure is effected.
You cannot afford to neglect nasal
catarrh even in its earliest stages. It
will not get better of itself. Neglect of
cold in the head opens the way for the
attack of the catarrh germs.
Over 10,000,000 packages of this wonderful remedy have been sold in 15 years.
Thousands have testified to its merits la
unsolicited letters. Read this:

that it is the most marvelous remedy tor
catarrh, the pleasantest, safest, most

soothing and healing method or the.
treatment of this foul disease.
Kondon's Catarrhal Jelly is applied
directly on the raw surfaces.
Reduces the thickened membranes,
stops abnormal discharges, clears the
nasal passages for easy, natural breath
Ing.and permits the air to pass tnrougn
the lungs over healthy surfaces.
That is the logical way to cure ca
tarrh Dr. Kondon's way.
You would not apply salt water to a
wound nor spray it with a violent medi- -

.

.

Seattle, Wash.
Gentlemen
I have had a bad cold and
catarrh in the head for months. I have

,.

Kondon Mfg. Co.,
FREE
ateragfisfs

flip"

--

oSiiyrt

-

'

Remember, that Kondon's Catarrhal
Jelly Is sold by over 85,000 druggists in
the United States but if yours does not
have it, send to us for 25c or 50c tube
(stamps or coin), and we will mail at
once, postpaid. The 50c size contains
three times as much as the 25c size.
Every package is sold under our absolute guarantee of satisfaction or money
refunded. Send for free sample today.

Minneapolis, Minn.

FREE
atdnntefs

lyO

iMnMimi
1

been to a good doctor and had It treated,
bnt did not get much relief, so I heard of
your Catarrhal Jelly and have used it
four days, and feel fine In the head.
Please send me a free sample, of Pilease.
B.O.STEWART.

uiuiojiiaiiuiii,

write

psfei

teDzaoares

PLOWS A

mi

Ask Your Physician or Druggist

cine which would burn, itch and irritate
the raw places;
For the same reason you should stop
the use of sprays, snuffs, douches and
atomizers for catarrh. The delicate
lining of the nasal passages is raw, inflamed sore from the action of the catarrh germs.
Kondon's Catarrhal Jelly is soothing,
healing, pleasant and cooling. Apply it
once and you will have instant relief.
Continued use, three times a day, will
effect a permanent, safe and speedy cure
of Catarrh,' Catarrhal Deafness, Hay
Fever, Asthma, Cold in the Head, Catarrh of the Stomach, or any complication resulting from chronic nasal catarrh.

Browne

"
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guilty.

At Roswell, a parcel from the C' P.
Sherman orchard sold : for, $750 an
acre, and part of the Haperman orchard for J300 an acre. The L. P. D.
stock farm sold the anbles from a
"
sixty acre orchard for $12,000.

(
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pudding on the tablei the
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ESTABLISHES 1879.
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thanks
to father.
ptic ment andarethrift
manage
on the housekeeper's

pri-

Your money will go farther and your
presents will please better if your holiday shopping is done at

part may stretch the family income
to astonishing proportions, but all the
in the world could not bring
The Optic Publishing Company prudence
about any result If the wage envelope
was not there with which to start.
USOOBPOBATKD
Consider father.
He eaa eat no
mora
M. M.. PADGETT.
sleep nowmoras than any one
.U, EDITOR else,, and
Soberly, fo eased for' the t most
part," and Rearing last winter's clpthes
usually if "any member of the family
has to do it. At work for the same
Entered at the Postofflce at East length of time day after day. Hust
led, pushed, but always fighting ac
Lag Vegas, N. M., as send-clas- s
cording to the quality of his manhood
matter.
doubly fearful of defeat, first on his
own account, then on account of those
ATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
i' TT
dependent upon him.
's
Let us be generous and give father
i DaUy.
his little meed of praise now and then
. r Tar by Carrier...
.
;7.oo
for what he does. New York World.
.'
... .65
Kt..a by Carrier .
Fr Week by Carrier.,
. :'.
.20
COSSET NOW VISIBLE
Weekly
vu jaar
.12.00
,. THROUGH A TELESCOPE
Months
LOO
PUBLISHED BY

I
i

THE RESCUE OF FATHER
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A Kansas
1100 for the
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Our goods and prices are Open for your
inspection and approval, 'it will be our
pleasuregto show you through.
;

.11

Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.

Fifty Years the JStandard.

Makes ' finest cake and

ago. Mr. Taul will be well remembered in Las Vegas, having at
one time been connected with Mr.
Chambers here In business, being a
part owner in the Opera bar. The sad
news of his fatal illness comes as a
shock 'to his many friends In this
city.

year

pastry, light, flaky biscuit,
' delicious:
griddle cakes-pal- atable
and wholesome.

The great comet, known as Hal- ley's, now? approaching the sun, and
already' visible in telescopes, is due
to, become visible, to the naked eye
in January, but those with keen vi
sion may be able to see it almost any
clear night from now on, especially if
aided by a pair of good field or op
era glasses.
At this "time the comet is in the
constellation Taurus, which rises
early in the evening almost due east.
This group may be readily recognized
by the large reddish star, Aldeberan,
and by the nearness of the compact")
little group of Pleidad, a little to the
west and north, by some called the
"Little Dipper", on account of their
outline. Taurus rises a little earlier
every night, but the comet Is traveling
slowly westward and will be in the
Aries by January, passing thence to
Places, in which it will bs In May.
Then it will run rapidly eastward.
Until March 23, the comet will be
seen in the evening. It will
then
pass west of the sun and be seen in
the morning until May 18, when it
will return to the east and again be
a brilliant object in the evening sky.
in this date the tail will be In the
plane of the earths' orbit and extend
ing directly away from the sun. A
day later the earth' will reach this
position on its orbit, and as It will
then be about thirteen millions of
miles from the comet will probably
pass its tall. This has occurred several times in the past, causing no
disturbance - on the earth. -

man has offered a orize of
best verse or short prose
effort a the subject of father,-- the
mid unsung. Too long, he declines, bus one of the noblest heroes
of t!i( :i all lingered In an
obscurity
ayffr penetrated by spotlights or
This relief expedition
la intended to restore to public gaze
a character that has been crowded
out by more sensational bidders for
fame. The fact is, the Kansan avers,
Jhat father has been so busy trying to
. make a
living and to direct the affairs
of state and nation that he has not
had time to attend to any tablets of
fame for himself.
' " It is a sad fact that fatner has' inspired very few poets to burst into
a
Bong over his achievements. The
to him -- which of recent years
the widest popularity was a
I'dllad. to theeffect that everybody
worked at singer's house except his
old man. ytfobody has written an epic
abrmtfather's faculty for paying bills
1d laaving a parcel of insurance
when he is compelled to aban- th problem which he voluntarily
to solve.. There is no
music when father's
'
mentioned In the melodrama,
dbody says, "For my poor dear
Other's sake spare me!" Even
j snow, the wheat, the corn, the
fvky, the oid farm, the faithful horse
and the dog have received more atten'
tion.
Yet father Is the one who ab least
starts the wheels going round. If the There is no fool like the peacemaker
fire is bright, If the children, are ade- who interferes between husband and
quately shod, if thejA
asteak; and wife.
tri-l-'it-

'

If
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Ingredients found in the

'
.

low-price-

baking

d

JURY

pow-

ders are deleterious. The
active principle is a mineral acid derived from sul-

"
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IN SENSATIONAL

MURDER CASE DISAGREES
Roswell, N. M- - Pec. 3. After hav-

HALF MILLION DOLLAR
FIRE

IN' BALTIMORE

LOSS

Baltimore, Dec. 3. Fire broke out
last night in a building in South Sharp
street within a block and a half of

the point of origin of the great Are
,
of 1904.
It spread rapidly and within a short
time had done damage estimated at
between $150,000 and $200,000.
In its spread the Are involved the.
establishments of many shoe dealers
The flames
and house furnishers.
jumped a narrow alley in the rear and
gained a momentary foothold in a big
building occupied by a dry goods flrmj
Later the total loss' was estimated at

ing been out more than 43 hours,
the jury in the case of John Williams,
a well known stockman charged with
phuric add, oil of vitriol.
the murder of John Armstrong, manager of the X. I. T. ranch reported last
night that it was "absolutely unable
'
to agree.", and waa discharged, It Is $500,000.
understood the jury stood nine for
and three for conviction. The
Blobbs "When Guzzler gets started
trial took place at Canyon City, Tex. he never takes less than nine drinks."
Slobbs "Yes; with Guzzler a nip in
Miss Nora E. Morrisy, the trained time means nine."
nurse, left yesterday for the Manby
ranch near Watrous to take a case, The kind of virtue that makes a
VeLas
The
the
resolution
by
adopted
LOCAL NEWS
Instead of to the Valmora ranch as big noise over itself can't stand much
a
waters
carried
gas club is that the
more of a test.
around the bridge instead of making previously reported.
There will be a special communica- a hole in the concrete of the new
tion of Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. P. bridge.
and A. M. this evening at 8 o'clock.
Work in E- - A. degree.
OUR
Game Warden Gable has sent &
communication to Johnnie Thompson,
Fireman A. Taylor was. brought to local game warden, inquiring why the
this city this afternoon from the Rio hunters of Las Vegas do not make
Grande division suffering with a high more
applications for quail,' He Is de
fever. He was taken to the Santa Fs sirous of getting as many applications
hospital at this place for treatment.
as possible so he will be able to judge
about how many quail will be needed
Mrs. Katie Seela, admitted to the for this vicinity. Chas. Ilfeld and
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane Chas. O'Malley have each put in an
from Lincoln county, April 21 of last application for one hundred quail.
year, died at the institution last evening at 8 o'clock from illness due to Del Chambers was today in receipt
her enfeebled condition.
of a telegram from Mrs. Robert Taul,
stating that Mr. Taul could not possib
The city council of the West side ly live through the day. Mr. Taul has
516-51- 8
will meet this evening to determine been quite ill for the past two weeks
Doug-laAvenue.
what shall be done with the flood wa- with pneumonia at his home in Eu
ters that flow down Bridge street. faula, Okla., where he went about a

No Lime Phosphates

,

SEE

LINE OF

CHAFING DISHES
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AND

Five O'clock Teas
FOR

CHRISTMAS
F.J. GEHRING,
s
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of short lengths, odd lots and broken sizes. Good store keeping: demands
Busy days leave in their wake
that stocks be kept free from all these accumulations,
especially at a time like this when we are entering upon the
'
holiday season.
.

i

So the word has been flashed to every corner of our store that oddments must go and that right quickly. To enforce their rapid movement we have slashed heavily and deeply with the price cutting knife, as a consequence many
;
tempting offerings present themselves.
,

.

Wearthings for Mon ahd Woman, Dress Accessories,
Dress Fabrlcks, Footwear, Upholsteries, Draperies,
and other home needs, haye been most attractively
priced for quick movemenf.
. Every department in the store has shared in this early season "placing of our house in order."
There is not a
shelv or counter which does not present a strong illustration of how thorough our cleaning up of the remnats has been.

FIGURES SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS HOWEVER,

f

aaking choosing easy.

In The Men's

Embroldery and Lace
Remnants

We have placed a table in a convenient place on the
tlfst floor, have marked every arucie in piau ugures,

A large stock of these in every kind cheap medium,
We nave placed these in large boxes every-

and fine.

Silk Remnants

one marked amount of yards and price for

Small remnats of from 2 to 4 yards In each. All kinds
of Bilks, Lining, Debutant, Taffetas, black and colored, Messalines, Satins, Fancy Silks. A large pile
and iu some
of remnants priced very cheaply a H,
'
off.
instances

sold remnants like these at the price
now See them.

we

we never
are asking

A Lot of Ladles' Shoes

1--

in small

this years' styles, good
r
Vice stock,
welts, and tarns; E. P. Reed's,
Krippendorf's make; worth $3.25, 3.60, and CO flK
sizes 2

3,

1--

1-- 2,

good-yea-

Dress Coeds

-- ".

All the short pieoes 2 to 4 yards must go. All class of
materials, Serges, Panamas, Voiles, fancy mixtures,
V
and 2 off.
,
to, at
1--

1--

14.00. Special ...

,

$.!J3

One Lot of Children's Underwear
Small sizes, Drawers only, all wool, ribbed,
stock yon pay 65q for. Special
.

'

'''''

''

y-.-

'

-

Oalloo (and Glnghim psz:z

'

'

Jl atterns
pioces from 2 tot or 7 yards all kinds
Gineham to i ? t rench
and kinds frjom the 8
Ginjrham at 35o yard. .Remnants of aU '.'.iuu'j at
1--

i- -

ana

l-- t:

on:.

fll prioedat remnant prices very
niont rrom whichi to select.

;

low

lare

asaort- -

;'U

iioiio, "

I

A.

s

One Lot of Boys' Underwear

A

Wrights' Health, wool fleeced, sold all over for 75o
cnn
garment, Shirts and Drawers
uUli
all sizes. Special garment J.
.

'i

Hen's Neckwear
We have deoided to tell at all times all of our Men's
an Kinaa, iigns,
ope ana oc wecKwear, ion
kU 8UK.
fancy also black, guarNtte
50C
Choice....
,
..
'

THE

ther

'

.

-

Department
Odd lots of Men's Shirts,
this season styles, cuffs
attached or detached, pleated bosom or plain, all
white or fancy; stripes,
checks or figured; some of
oar best shirts included in
the lot. "Emery" brand
and Ferguson McKlnney
guaranteed shirts. Shirts

$1.25, tUO, $1.75, and 12,
all sizes in the
flfl
OliUlJ
:iot. Special..

tl

l.tan's Half'Hose

1? "'
e
lot of Men's
mada oj good Maco
Yarn, in a variety of shai

On

1

'MMtSJ

e,LaVegas.

N.M.

a

Half-Jlos-

des, navy, tan, oxford,
gray, green and black
some with doable heels
and toes. ' Some mixed
Linen and Cotton, bought
to sell at 25o.
,
' Special.... 16c

'ICTO.'IC OF QUALITY"

r

,

Kf

,

SO HERE ARE THE FIGURES OR AT LEAST SOME OF THEM.

40
TURKEYS GIVEN
AWAY.

forget we
give away FORTY
nice, fat TURKEYS
on December 24th,
With
every 60c
Don't

purchase we: give
you a coupon that
entitles you to a
chance to win one
of the forty Turkeys. Buy all you
want, the more' you
buy the more tick-et- a
youH get m We
'
issue tickets from
December 1st on.

.M

OOOO0OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Trustworthy
methods during the
many years, of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trading with ust While
working for a r business we have been
working for a repu- tation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every? deal
with us is a satisfac-'- i
tory deal we gua- -

(S$

wz-w.-

DRUG

THAT PHOTO IN AND
GET IT FRAMED FOR A

GO.

the washing of

blankets, lace cur--

and fine

laces; for the

washing of dishes,
and costly
for the toilet, riur--.
sery ' and bedroom, this
excellent soap (Ivory)
.
never fails.
And the woman who
discards all the other soaps
and uses Ivory in every
department of the home
has gone a long ways to- -.
ward making housework a
pleasure and a pride. The
American Housekeeper.
cut-gla- ss

'
n

Ivory Soap

CHRISTMAS' GIFT.

Don't let that beautiful
soiled or your walls look so bare
wnen our pictures and picture
framing are so cheap.
Our line is Very complete, and

51

$3.70 for $4.75

All-wo-

plaid blankets

$4.20 for $5.25

All-wo-

greys or plaid

for $5.75
blankets.

$5.00 for $6.25

plaid

All-wo-

for the $3.00
Made Silkolene comforts.

$2.40

n

5

$2.80 for the $3.50

....
.

5 lb.

fancy
satine with plain center and plain
'
;
colored backs.
n

0

o

I

O

INTEREST CREDITED ON DEPOSITS AT THIS
SAVINGS BANK,

iiiiii!,......- -

--

o

Las Vegas Savings Bank 0
Os
OFFICE WITH

I

Sam Miguel NeUIoneJ Bank.

o

ONLY AT

Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
East Las Vegas, N.M.

em steers, $3.805.50; western

mmm

Fe; L. F. ,Woody,
uise, and Cecil Dur-

ham, Raton.
Frank f!Hfiv. Alhbrf Wlnull and V
Minor are late arrivals in the cltv re
gistering at the Central hotel.
Chas. Blanchard. Jr.. rienarted this
moraine: for f!hanrlto. tn ha nhspnf
from-- the city about four days.
rearo uasaus was a passenger in
from Fnltrt HnAAriln? iha Aav in Ko
city attending to business matters.
Charles A. Spiess ' departed last
nisrht for ithe Oat a O.Itv. where he
spent the day attending to legal mat
ters.
Mrs. Ti. W. Wean left this afternoon
for Watrous where aha has been call
ed to attend a patient at the valmora
'
ranch.
United States Attornev D. J. Leahy
returned thla afternoon from Alamo-gordwhere he has been attending
federal court.
Clarence Bowman accompanied by
Miss Edythe Weil, came down from
Ocate last evening, both returning
there this afternoon.
.T
a rvonev was In the city today
from the U. S. planting station In the
Gallhias canyon. Mr. Cooney is re
gistering at the New Optic hotel.
E. J. Sonderlck, Woodstock, 111., U.
B. Woper," .Denver; Colo., and E. B.
MoCracken register at the New Optic
hotel as Tecent arrivals in Las Vegas.
Chas. Ainsworth of the Harvey eat-tinhouse service in Oklahoma, passed through the city this afternoon
from Oklahoma City enroute to Albu- g

$2.754.50.

,

ing a sore finger which he hurt some
time ago.
Mrs. J. F. Duer returned this af
ternoon from a four months' visit to
San Francisco, where she has been
visiting atf. the guest of her daughter
Mra lack Shea.
Mts. Jack Burlington came over
from her home at San Pedro on' belated No. 8 this morning to attend
to business matters, returning to San
Pedro on an afternoon train.
A
Burt Adams returned this afternoon
to his home at Gascon, after a few
days spent In the city. Mr. Adams
arcomnanied Richard Dunn to the
pitv nn Wednesday afternoon.
A. H. Wassen who has bee'n visit-m in th city from Chicago for the
past few days, departed this morning
on the California limited for Albu
querque. Mr. Wasen is a leading at
tornfiv of Chicago.W.'M. Hayward, Sam S. Toms, Al
buquerque; W. B. Cool, Pueblo; Alfred J. Conn, James Berry, GW. Clark
ripnvsr: O. M. Lutes. San Francisco;
and E. J. Wagner, Lamar, Colo.; are
late arrivals at the Castaweda hotel.
Arthur C. Tipton and wife departed
'
this afternoon for Newark, N. J. Mr.
to
remain in
intended
and Mrs. Tipton
the holi
until
after
citv
Uoailnw
thii
HERE IS THE CHANCE
east
called
were
hurriedly
but
days,
by a telegram in connection wiyi some
FOR TOMORROW ONLY business matters. brother-in-laof M.
Simon,
Ve
Las
in
arrived
Bendix of this city,
DECEMBER 4, J 909,
gas last evening on a late train ana
win remain for a few days as the guest
of Mr. Bendix. Mr. Simon Is enroute
to his home In Denver from a business
trin tn Fl Paso. Texas.
C. H. Jones passed through the city
en- -'
yesterday afternoon from Denver,
Anewles. j Mr. Jones is
connected with one of the largest and
11
foremost banks of Denver. He was
met at tha train by Miss Louise Spor- leder, a particular friend.
Mr. and Mrs. J. a. urane arnveu in.
For the well know Marathon Coaster
the city last evening from Raton, on
ablate train., registering at LaPen-Rlo"Mr and "Mrs. Crane will
The Regular frice is $2.5(3 M'.va hoUT.
theli future home In Las Vegas,
Be sure and take advantage
having recently moved their house
of this special sale.
hold effects to this city from naton.
M. Butler, for. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
when he
Las
of
Vegas
residents
mer
erted with First National
bank here, were scheduled to pass
on no.
through the city this evening
Co.
Wells-Farg- o
7 m return to their home at El Paso,
Express
Opposite
,

99iSo Per Cent. Pure

Every Boy and
Girl

WANTS

Coaster

cows,

,

Automobile, Carriage, Wagon

J

,
Hogs-19.00-

Chicago Hog Market. v
Market
steady.

and sign

.

Light, $7.708.20; mixed," $7.80
Opposite Y. M. C. A. '
8.35;
heavy, $7.908.40; rought, $7.90
fHE BIG STORE LITTLE. PRICES
8.10; good to choice heavy, $8.10
8.40;
bulk,' $8.10
where Mr. Butler is now assistant 8.30. pigs, $6.657.70; cashier of the First National bank.
Chicago Livestock Market.
They have been on an extended eastChciago, !Dec. 3. Cattle. 2.500. Mar
ern visit.
ket steady. Beeves, $3.859.25; Tex
428 Grand Ave Over lorenzeit'm
Willie "Rag Time" Cullen who has as steers,
$3.704.75; western steers,
for the past several months been emBtockers
and
$3.10
$47.40;
feeders,
ployed at the Bismark restaurant as 5.15; cows and heifers. $2.105.65:
waiter, has resigned his position with calves, $6.258.50.
t
that "chop house" and accepted a po- New York
&
Stocks
Metals,
Moneys
local
as
at
caller
the
sition
shops.
New York, Dec. 3. 'Lead, aulet.
Charles Hanson, late of Chicago, will
copper, weak, atand- take up the toils laid down by Cullen. 4.37
ara
March $12.75
Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-ls- t
epot
$12.7585;
Chicago Produce Market.
mother
of
D.
Mrs. W.
Harry
Kelly,
61
and psychometrlsL during her
3. Wheat May,
Dec.
W. Kelly, of this city, arrived in the 13.00; silver,
Chicago,
New York, Dec. 3. Call money, 4
In Las Vegas will be found at
tay
from
Sawtelle,
afternoon
97
this
city
$1.06; July,
5 er cent.
El
Dorado
Hotel, room 3. Can be en
has
been
she
where
visiting
Calif.,
Corn May, 61
Priihe
60,
July,
mercantile
for
paper.
per
gaged
evening entertainments.
.will
for some time past. Mrs. Kelly
'
cent.
Oats May, 42
Receives on Sunday.
July, 40
remain in the city for some time as
Mexican dollars 43.
the cuest of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kel
Amalgamated 87.
Pork Jan. $21.37
A woman's greatest optimism Is
her
May, $20.26
to
will
return
ehe
which
ly, after
t
.,
Atchison 119
thinking sha can get the men of hec
Kans.
home in Leavenworth,
'
New York Central 127
Lard Jan. $12.42
May $11.52 family into 'heaven.
Southern Pacific 129 .,
..
Union Pacific 199
A'' boy can ri r
some good
Ribs Jan.
$11.22
MARKETREPOHTS.
May,
Steel 89
$10.72
preferred, 124 4
hy their not being his father's.
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St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Dec. 3. Wool, market Is

.

unchanged. Territory and western
mediums, 2429; fine mediums,, 213
25; fine,

1220.

IteStanda

V;? ,'V,

Kansas City Hon Market. '
Hoes 6.000. Market steady. Bulk
$7.908.20; . heavy, $8.158.25; , packers and butchers, $88.20; light, $7.50
8.10; pigs, $6.507.50.

range wethers and yearlings,
6.75; range ewes, 3.505.25.

t !

M

BM 3Hs

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 3. Cattle,
2.000. including 3,000 southerns. The
market is strong. Native steers, $4.75
8.50: southern steers,
$3.505.7B;
southern cpws, $2.60 4.15; native
cows and heifers, $2.50 6.50; stack
ers and feeders $3.10(5)5.25: bulls,
$2.904.10; calves, $3.507.75; west- -
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A Special Price
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is conscientiously maintained at

Trouble For Us
TO SHOW

a

"

TA
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RUQS
A fine large line of
BEAUTIFUL PAJ
TERNS

'

I 'r'.V it's ts?o '

A practi?ytf

cal acceptable gilt in
any household, there
always being place
"Tora Rug of SOME
SIZE or OTHER.
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it j opp or

nity of a selection wort! Iff
of a hundred thousand.
m
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Linoleums and Oil Cloths

j, c,

mm k son
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DOUGLAS

AVE.

.Z. .YI

V
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-
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JEWELRY STORE, OF

$4

.

.
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ONLY TO BE FOUND .IN THE

Chicago Sheep Market.
Sheep 8,000. Market strong. Native, $2.755.10; western. $35.10;
yearling, $5.506.80; lambs, native,
$5.257.75; western, $5.257.75.

No

v.
k

oueraue'.
Kansas City 8heep Market
Don Eugenio Romero was a passen
Sheep 2,000. Market steady. Mutger In on No. 10 this afternoon irom
Rstancia. Don Eugenio is still nurs tons, $4.505.60; lambs, $67.75;

n

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SEMI-ANNUAL-

iM"irt'
lb. Hand

,

o

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED,
when
young man,
you get that statement of yours. ;
Your deposits cover quite a period and you haven't misse d
the money.
OUR
INTEREST CREDITS SWELLED
;
THE ACCOUNT
to its present excellent showing. Keep on and you'll soon be
rich.
,

Vt

-

.

O

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.' ' .
B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

;

trihv
59f

blankets..

F.

OQ,GGp.G3

O

'plaid
grey,dt
'

All-wo-

O.

O
O

SURPLUS
;

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

blankets.
$4.60

c:Vt pnra
c
w

M CUNNINGHAM,
President!
FRANK 8PRINGER Vies President

grey blankets

All-wo-

style new, and workmanshio is
excellent.
Art picture free with our perfu- ALL COMFORTS AND BLANKETS
mes and all toilet articles. Buy at 20 per cent discount FOR CASH,
your Christmas toilet articles of this week only.
us for Christmas gifts, you can
for the $35.00 Seamless 9x12 ft.
get ll.OO for 50c and an art oictu- - $225
Axmtnster rugs.
Smith
re or song free.

B. Holmes,' Santa
oi. iouis; j as. a.

n

J.

Oefore The jiolidays

BRING

bric-a-bra- c;

,

o':

:1

',

Christmas is Nearl

:

Of

o oapitai

O

J3.60 for $4.50

Rev. J. B. Bell departed on belated
No. 9 last night for Arizona points.
John Florence was a visitor in the
Meadow City today from his home at
La Cueva.
Well to do
Eduardo Martinez,
merchant of Anton Chlco, was in the
city today.
Ramundo Harrison and wife were
In the city today from their home at
Anton Chico.
E. B. Wheeler left this afternoon for
Denver, to be absent from the city a
few days on business.
Charles Thayer was a visitor in the
city today from Ribera, registering
at La Pension hotel.
Doctor W. P. Mills left this afternoon for Watrous, being called there
on professional business. Rafael Romero left this afternoon for
Watrous from which place he will return to his horn at Mora.
Jefferson Raynolds returned this
morning from an extended trip to New
York, Washington and Chicago.
Recent arrivals at tne El Dorado
hotel are R. F. Hanks, El Paso; Ray

tains

Hot
II
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TELEPHONE ANO WE DELIVER
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.Telephone Main 3
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NEWS

Governor Curry yesterday signed a
life teacher's certificate for Arthm
Ralph Kent
Mounted Policeman Beal at Demlng
arrested Diego Caballero for flourishing a deadly weapon.

.
i

AT

Mrs. Knicker What do you suppose
The Elephant Butte Water Users'
it was that Katy did?
Mrs. Bocker Left, of course. Har association has elected H. B. Holt of
Las Cruces, special attorney to assist
per's Bazaar.
the federal attorneys' in the prosecu1
Good 2nd. Hand Open Runabout,
tion of the right of way condemna"I am looking for ajiusband,"
tion proceedings for the Engle proj"How would Ido?"
1 Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy,
ect-'
"But you are married."
1 Young Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.
"All husbands are." Houston Post.
old Horse, good size.
1 Good
Arthur C. Ringland, United States
.
"He couldn't even propose to a forester of the third district, left
1
Saddle Ponny.
'
Albuquerque yesterday for Washingwoman; he's tod bashful."
1
Purham Cow, just fresh.
ton, where he will attend a confer"Nonsense! He's married."
ence ; of the district foresters. Mr.
"Yes, but he married a widow."
:
Ringland was accompanied by James
Sketch.
T. Jardlne, a grazing expert who has
"
Would-bHunter
Aw, me man, spent some time in the third district
v
what's the game law limit in this lo- on business connected with the department of grazing.
cality?
Guide (grimly) Two deer and one
Last Sunday afternoon at Silver
guide. Life.
OD.
. :
City a branch of the New Mexico W.
C. T. U. was organized, Mrs. S.
C.
One year the ladles rounded grow,
Nutter, president of the territorial
Another slim and fat
I wonder what this fall will show
organization being present and actI
T f
fTZl.
In feminine anat.
ing as organizer. The officers selected
at the meeting were as follows: Mrs.
Kansas City Journal.
,
a
A. D. Seitzler, president; Mrs. Elizaquire Optic.
Miss
In a Pennsylvania town where the beth S. Barton,
WANTED To do plain sewing. In- Friends' abound a prim old Quaker Blanche Harsh, secretary; Mrs. Smith,
iufferd with piles for thirty six
Mrs. E. R. Jackson, suWANTED Good cook for .mail fam- One hare
year ago last April I heeaii taking CascareM spinster recently attended' the mar- treasurer, and
for constipation. In the coarse of a week noticed
street.
1021
Fifth
ily. Apply
he piles btran to disappear and at the end of six riage of her grandnephew, a young perintendent.
aid not trouble me at alt. Caaearet
tneywonder
person who had in the course of his 21
are done
for me. I am entirety cured an
ireeits
The Rocky Mountain Railroad wll
WANTED A man to do janitor work. 001 uki b a new man. Georga Kryiior. Napoleon.
years received much discipline at her
open up a reading room - for Its em
hands. ,
Call at. the' Las Vegas Hospital.
The old lady was at her best on this ployes at Cimarron at no distant
The 5owels
WANTED A reliable housekeeper,
festive occasion, and at a pause in the date. The room has been settled upon
use. The
capable of managing a email hotel;
wedding breakfast the happy bride as the best place ' for this
cases
book
fill
some
will
company
middle aged lady or widow prefergroom looked over at her with a be
will stock
and
literature
with
good
red. Write to Chaa. Glasgow Colsmile.;'
CATHAtme
CANOV
guiling
NsL.
"Tell us why thee never married. the library with a large number of
fax, N. M., stating salary expected
and giving reference's.
Aunt Patience?", he 'said, teasingly. the current magazines and papers.
"That Ms soon told, William," said The use of the room will be limited
and it
WANTED
at 712 .Pleaiant. Palatable, Potent. Tat Good. Do Good, the old Quakeress, calmly. "It was to the employes of
Table boarders
of
a
number
them
is
that
street Phone Purple 6112. Weror
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 35c. We. Nero
large
hoped
was
I
not as easily pleased as
in bulk. The eennlno tablet stamped 0 00. because
will take advantage of this arrange
Steals 25' cents, Furnished rooms. told
Guaranteed to care or your money back.
wife was." Circle.
thy
ment.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. $0
a a a
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOfES
- A
of
select
colored
artists
company
MEN
TRADE
LEARN BARBER
Thewareroom in the rear of Kin- were rendering a version of "Othello."
i Short, time
required; graduates
brokers bakery at Silver City,-wascene
The
Moor
between
the
and
$12 to $30 week . Moler Bar
some
time
en
into
last
Thursday
Buy a "Ford Automobile" High
had
been
wherein
reached,
ns
1 ber college, Los Angeles.
Driced aualitv in a low nriced'ear Othello demands the handkerchief night and 400 pounds of flour stolen.
(which he has given his wife as a wed Entrance was effected by breaking
a large pane of glass out of a win(fully equipped)
nmillor
dow, the flour being passed through
me
"Desdemona," he crled,"fetch
O.B.Detroit,
the opening thus made. The tracks
FOR SALE A choice 160 acre tract
nanKercmen
aai
One would be a very acceptable , But tne d0omed iady only babbled of in the street In front of the building
experiment
adjoining Campbell
that the thieves used a wafarm eight miles east of Vegas, Christmas present for the family. Casslo, and her liege lord shouted showed
haul away their booty. This
to
gon
. price 115.00 par acre." Also a '120
again.
Apply for Catalogues to D. T, "I ast yo fo' de second time to git method of hauling oft their plunder
f
acre tract five and
miles,
'
""
appears to be gaining in favor In SlU
1
acres of which Is fine level land, Hoskins, San Miguel National me dat han'kerchlef!"
ver Cltyj, There Is no clue to the
Issue
one
the
the
Stm
Stoi-nmedln- te
fair
parried
sale, JJ2.00 per Bank or
.
,
."
with talk1 of Casslo, and the lordly. guilty parties.
Othello, now thoroughly incensed, bel
FORD
The preliminary hearing of W. S.
;
lowed.
,
i Ashby,'
y
;
charged with the murder of
N.M.,
Colfax,
"Woman, fo' de third and las' time
out at Alma, a few weeks
portieres, never
0h&&iLx&(
Sipe,
Lige
I tell you to git me dat han'kerchief !
ago, was held before Judge Amos E.
Wd; bl inketa. and comfortables. What, makes a elrl so furious with a Away!"
7mFift street
Green at Socorro this week. Attorman for trying to kiss her Is how j And as he was Just about to open
H. M. Dougherty was employed
ney
leather-lungeIs that he wants to.
again, a big,
assist District" Attorney John E.
to
y j his mouth
FOR SALE Stamping done and art pleased she
patron in me iop gauery Bnouieu nowa Griffith for the territory, and Attorney
needlework materials. 712 Fifth
at n'mBAKE-DABaca appeared for the defenstreet.
de Lawd's sake, nigger, why Elfego
P'Fo'
were examDo you look forward to Bake-Dadant.
Only
j two wltne&ses
wipe yo' nose on yo' sleeve ined, and they for the territory, alFOR SALE Legal blanks ot all de- each week with a certain keen inter- doan' yo'
Under an' let def' show go on!" Judge's Li
scriptions. Notary seals and records est and pleasant anticipation?
though there were five eye witnesses
one- - brary.
should
be
It
conditions
the
right
office.
The
at
to the. act of killing. The two were
Optic
of the real pleasures of housekeeping.
Marvel and Mrs.' Green Hicks.
Ed
New, clever recipes and a certainty
TIMELY HINT TO
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op of success in everything you bake are A
Ashby was bound over without bail.
POSTOFFICE PATRONS
what make the fascination.
tic office, 10, cents a bundle.
"The Cook's Book" will give you
Last Saturday morning Santiago
Attention of postofflce patrons to
the recipes, a splendid collection by
was tried m the justice court
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, the noted the congestion of parcels which al- Gallegos
3f W. C. Bolles, at
Raton, charged
Christmas
of
ways delays the delivery
authority.
K C Baking Powder will give you mail, is called by Postmaster F. O. with the unlawful carrying of a gun.
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms, suit the certainty. Absolutely no failures. Rlnod. who snpepRta that much of tha One or two witnesses called by the
'
....
.
r
knew nothing
able for light housekeeping. Apply uuaram.cBu j .v.
me
i v j trouble to the postofflce employes, territory in . the case,
and didn't
at
all.
matter
the
623 Twelfth street
about
money refunded.
'and the disappointment to recipients
"Get a 25 cent can of KC Baking
know whether the defendant had a
who
would
...
those
if
be
,
eliminated,
.or
furnished t,
gun or not. Bu there were three witRENT Five-rooFOR
Send in the certificate you will find to mail packages would begin to do so nesses who testified positively that
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago, with this about December 15, and not wait until
they had seen Gallegos with a gun.
$1.50 per week and up. Call 618 article, and "The Cook's Book" will thd' eve of the holiday.'
'
on his person at various times. The
Grand. Phone Main 428. ;
be mailed you free. A combination
are
made
the
several sugestlons
by
hard to beat! "The Cook's ' Book" ' otflclai whjch if followed will work to evidence was overwhelming against
and K C Baking Powder. You 11 be ,great advantage and whlch lf not fol. Gallegos and he was fined $100 by
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping more
'
court and sentenced to Jail for
than pleased
ioweA may possibly result in loss or the
street
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh
days.
sixty
delay.
an alleged stolen kiss is real- .11
Many
should
and
be
wrapped
packages
rjFO& RENT Nicely furnished room, ly a voluntary contribution.
Several
days ago finished the
tied securely with heavy paper and
Ill modern conveniences, 808 Main
season
at Maxwell, and
threshine
strong cord. The address should be
"bushels of oats
street Looking One's Best
written with ink In a plain legible something like 30,000
It's a woman's delight to look her hand, with the return card of sender were turned out by the fine new
For Rent Nicely' furnished house- Wei, but piracies, skin eruptions, sores jn the upper rlght hand corner of
threshing outfit owned by S. D. Cof
fin of that community. A few thou
keeping rooms. Electric light, bath, and bplls rob lite of Joy., Listen! Buckr dd
k
of
,d
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth
sand bushels of barley were also
conftalnedf threshed. This has always been a
must,
he skin soft and vefvety. ttglormesi
street
wlth tna
the face. Cures pimples, sore eyes,iln the
great oat country, but this Is the first
cold sores, cracked lips, chapped ! Christmas greetings, which may be time, that so laree an amount of
rooms,
furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
senaer.
or
name
tne
Try It. Infallible tor piles. j Stgnea witn ine
nats have been rased in that section
with or without board. Mrs." C. P. hands. all
drugists.
14 Main. Phone Purple 25c at
farmers are also finding a Teady
Hammond,
The
If there Is plenty of room at the top
". 5242..
for it in the Dawson coal
market
there
continue
who
caused
why do people
get
Family jars are frequently
are selling very readily
,and
camps
'
to fall off?
,
,
by jugs 'and bottles.
at the present price of J1.75 per nun
Tt RENT
Store room, No. 518
dred. They are bringing at the pres
itn street1 Inquire W. B. Bunker.
ent rirfut In Maxwell $1.50 per hun
and are In great demand atthls
dred
,rr RENT Nice front room, or
price.
i
Me room. Either light housekeep-s or roQiYsf with board. Inquire
There is only one reclamation proacross frota court house!
,.
in the United States that has
J
ject
4
Hot Cnlv ltS DrOVen ability tfl nnit. hilt ta ahonlittn aafat-T- oa n ramaifn been completed and is not in use.
'
S. S. the most desirable of all medicines for the treatment of This Is the Hondo project, thirteen
FOR RENT
'r furnished room, bas tnadi S. iiiooa
Foison. - S. 8. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and miles from Roswell. It has been com
a
uonftagujus
a
Close in.
bath,
bar&s of the forests and fields. It does not contain
a particle of mercury,
i mly. Inquire Optic.
pleted for two seasons, yet has not
or any other harmful mineral toiinjure the del'cate
potash
parts of the been
s ystem, impair the digestion, corrode and Irritate tlfe
of value to the farmers for It
of
stomach.
the
lining
is suffering lit In any Other Way lnlure the health.
It Is Nature's hlnnrl nurififlr. has not caught a drop of water. Rains
Wig "Miss Antique
b harmless In its action and certain in
Its good results.
a
8. S. S. removes the that formerly fell on the Hondo water
Wagg-prett(rum chickenpox."
yshe-'puusoa iroin xue circulation, enncnes tne oiooa, and safely and surely cures shed and kept the Hondo river rag
old hen for ih'xt."
OontaRious Blood Poison. It builds no and rtrenirthena th avstem hv its
a
part of the year, have not
fjane tonic efiacts and leaves the jpatient not only cured of the disease,' but ing good
two seasons
auu lujDetter neaun m every way.
"The best Baking Powtler at any e
ir you are suffering with fallen at all the lastof this $330,000
try Aiontaeious Blood Poison S.S.i. is your most certain reliance: an honest since the completion
prie;" 1s th ivrdict of tlose who
medicine, and Because of it3 vegetable purity, a safe treatment for any one. project, and the farmers are sufferK C BaWng l owder. Pureknd whole-sotiSaves you 30 cents orka pound Ve have a special book on home treatment which explains fully the differ- ing. "It rained the year we were en
ent stages of tae disease, also suggestions that will be helpful to you in the gaged in building the dam and kept
treatment of your case. We will be glad to send, this book together with the water so
high that we hal a great
f .;v mmi does wrong, he think-- ? he's any medical advice desired, free to all who write,
deal of trouble," said Louis C. Hill,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA- - supervising engineer for the govern
right to kpop H;a secret.

And You Will Always Have

THE

Com'G;

rovjri, Trading
ar

Lap Vcrjaa

..

BOSS BREAD;
ii

$25.
$35.

at

J

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

e

Feed anzS Grnin Cloro
Bridge Street

Phone Haiti

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

Governor Curry has appointed John
McElroy of Grant county, and Chas.
S. Worley, of Colfax county, notaries
public.

ABS83BLETS

Lczidinrj

US

1

HYGEI A ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
'

,

yi

"

Less than 50 lbs.

t;

1

PRICES:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
.30c
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
;
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
"
40c
" .
50 to 200 lbs. "
50c

iQfyLWantctt, Etc.

X

'

"

75c

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

McGuire

-

Phone Main 227

'

&

Webb

'

J

jg.

'ijr

'

The Sewing Light

the-road-

1earn

makes the long evening brilliant with
its steady white light for sewing or
reading. Made of brass, nickel plated
and equipped with the latest improved central draft burtier.

Des-demo-

5050.00

For Sale

The Rayo

lamp,
but you cannot get a better lamp at
any price.
Dealer ETerywkere. If Not At Your., Writ for
Erery
' Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Afencr of the
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
.
(Incorporated)

one-hal-

,

MOTOR CO.

..'

:

d

I

-

I

y

.

For Rent

ment, "but since Its completion, there
has not been enough rain to drown a
flea."
f

Sfl OP

Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
beside thl3: "I want to go on record
as saying that I regard Electric Bitters as one of the greatest gifts that
God has made to woman," writes Mrs.
O. Rhlnevault of Vestal Center, N. Y.
can never forget what it has done
for me." ' This
glorious medicine
gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor
of body and Jubllant,health. It quietly . cures nervousness, sleeplessness,
aielancholy, headache, backache, faint
ing and dizzy spells; soon builds up
the weak, ailing and sickly. Try them.
50c at all diugglsts.

EARLY
Buy Your Christmas
presents early early
in December. That
will be your biggest

r-

All that glitters isn't brass, either.

j.

'

'

,

'

Tre

a

I

IlfiTimE'S CURE

F0I1 BLOOD POISON

,

1

f

Cen-tlem-

'

y

5

f

low-pric- ed

Once a Rayo user, always one

'

I

a

is

I

V

gift of the holidays to
the workers behind
the counters and on
the delivery wagons.

SHE WASCURED
E. G. Murphey

Sells the Prescription

That Stops all Stomach
ance

s

Disturb-

.

Keep in mind that in many

instances there is only one
a
Mrs. Mina Henderson says:
article of a kind. Once sold,
cured me of a stomach trouble of long
it cannot be duplicated.
standing. My trouble came from a
Early shopping is best.
weak and impaired condition of the
digestive organs. My food did not di
gest but fermented, making gas, which
pressed against my heart and on many
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST ,
occasions I expected to die. I doctor
Letters remaining uncalled for the
ed and used remedies without success Week ending December 3, 1909.
or relief, until using
I was cur
Francisco Crespin; E. Dennie; Juan
ed." 283 Pavone St., Benton Harbor, Garcia; Ralph Goodrich; J. H. JohnMich., 1908.
son; Louis Jarveson; Senora Placlda
a
is guaranteed by E. G. Mur Maez; Slplano Martinez; Mrs. Meyer;
'
phey to cure indigestion or any stom Mrs. Manuel Ortega.
ach disease or money back. "
Letter? held forf postage and better
a
fer belching of gas.
direction":
for distress after eating.
Mrs. Geo. Bapp, "Paris, III.- - Mr. A. J.
'
for foul breath.
Pettlt, Jefferson Hotel.
a
for biliousness.
Wheni calling for the above please
to wake up the liver.
ask for "advertised letters.
for heartburn.
T.O. BLOOD,. Postmaster.
a
for sickheadache.
.
For That Dull Feeling After
for nervous dyspepsia.
Eating
I nave used Chamberlain's Stomafter a banquet
a
for vomiting of pregnancy. ach and Liver Tablets. for some time,
Mto-n- a
and can testify that they have done
for car or
a
for
of the me more good, than any tablets I have
er used. My trouble was a heavy
'
night before.
dull
eating. David FreeFifty cents a large box at leading man, feeling after
dealers everywhere and in East Las lets Kempt Nova Scotia These tabstrengthen the stomach and ImVegas by E. G. Murphey.
prove the digestion. They also regulate the liver and bowels.
They
are far superior to pills but cost
no
more. Get a free sample at all dealers and see what a splendid medicine
"Mi-o-n-

a

-

Ml-o-n-

Mi-o-n-

-

i

1

Ml-o-n- a
Mi-o-n- a
Ml-o-n-

a

a

Ml-o-n- a
Ml-o-n- a

Ml-o-n-

f,n?

it

is.

UufMvmcaNeti-a-Mf- i

bures catarrh or money bank.

Tnrf
Frankness mav he in siimiraM.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including trait, but it gives no man a license
to
Inhaler $L Extra bottles 60c. Druggists. insult his friends.
--
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PAPERS

UUD JUDGE MILLS

Short Orders and Regular Dinners

nnnm

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

"

OBTAINABLE

HANDLED

ALWAYS

(Silver City Independent)
Tbe Silver City Independent, among
the leading democratic papers of the
SOCIETY AW DUSL'iESS DIRECTORY
territory expresses satisfaction over
the appolntmentf Chief Justice Mills
to be governor of New Mexico and
CHAPMAN LODGE NO
on broad, patriotic grounds. It
that
JL.
PHYSICIANS
F. & A.
J,
says among other things:
M.
Regular com
"The question of a successor to GovDR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
ernor George Curry was settled. last
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
ttlrd Thursdays In
(Pt-yweek when It was decided at Wash-ingtoto appoint Chief Justice Wil
6600 month. Visiting
Phone
Chafin's
Stable,
Office,
Livery
liam J. Mills of Las Vegas to such
brothers v cordially
'
Main 1.
position. It was also announced that
invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. M., Cbas.
answered
Calls
day or night
Associate Justice William H. Pope of
H-Sporleder, Secretary.
Roswell will be named to succeed
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Mill as chief Justice.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. j,
"The appointment of Judge Mills
'''
DENTIST
,
Knights Templar. Regular
appears to meet with general satis
second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has faction throughout the territory, and
A Jr conclaVe
each month at Masonic
he will enter upon his duties on March
residence.
and
office
at
phones
1st under most favorable clrcumstane
Temple, 7:30 p. m. , John 8. Clark,
es. judge Mills has been a resident 01
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. L6RD. DENTIST
New Mexico for the past twenty-fou- r
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY- - (Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) years, and is, thereforeT thoroughly
al Arch Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand familiar with local conditions. The
new governor is of southern birth, hav
convocation first Monday In
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
ing been bom January 11, 1849, in
each month at Masonic
Main 57.
Yazoo City, Mississippi. He finished
Temple, 7:30 d. m. M. it.
his education in Yale law school In
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
1877. After the death of his father,
ATTORNEYS
poneder, Secretary.
while he was yet young, William J.
with the latest baking helps and
of
Mills moved with hia mother to Con
GEORGE H. HUNKER
EL DORADO LODGE NO.l
and
to
before
the
necticut,
coming
a fund of valuable information, edited by Mrs.
McKenzie
of
Attorney at Law
southwest he practiced law In New
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New Haven. While a resident of ConnecThe Boston Cooking School,', the noted authority on Domestic Science:
meet every Monday
Mexico.
ticut he was a member of both branch
evening in. Castle
:
es of tha legislature of that state. In
Elegantly illustrated and printed on finest plate paper.
Hall, Visiting Knlghta
are cordially invited.
January, 1898, President McKinley ap
AN ACCEPTABLE GIFT
LP. HAVENS.
pointed him chief Justice to succeed
This artistic book absolutely free
To get
Chancellor CommandCook's Book
Thomas Smith, and he was twice re
f
T
er,
i
to
that
appointed
important
position
to
of
user
Secure
the
can of K C
Instead of "one of the best twelve
coupon from a
C. H. BERNHARD,
every
j
by President Roosevelt.
Powder. Cut' this out, write name
Baking
Keeper of Record and sellers." which you have been accus
Mills
has
tha
"Judge
unquestionably
Seal.
and address and mail with coupon to Jaques
tomed to giving bier with your calling
to give the people of New Mexcard attached, why not give her the ability
Manufacturing Co., Chicago. Dept. 422
ico a clean, honest and businesslike
BAIiDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL calling card but her own engraved
and
is
believed
it
that
administration,
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first card of course? i There are few wo he will do so. He is thoroughly ac
new
do
a
men
not
who.,
appreciate
of
each month
and third Wednesday
quainted with tne people and their
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W. plate with the latest lettering, or even needs and in as much as the appoint
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l, If it only introduce a slight change ment came unsolicited, he will be In
If you have never tried K C Baking Powder, this is the time to buy
In the size of her card. And better a position to materially advance the
Secretary. Visiting members
f
had you ever thought of mono- interests of New Mexico."
still;
'
your first can, and get the beautiful Cook's Book for the asking,
cordially invited.
gram paper? There can be no mis- '
,
In offering this. Though the
)
Baking Powder will please you better than any other or you get
(El Paso Times)
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F. tage
owner have some, the plate is no
Another democratic paper, the El
back.
4
money
your
meets second and fourth Thursday doubt old and the letter combination Paso
(Texas) Times, takes occasion
Guaranteed pure, wholesome, and the most perfect in action. Com
'evenings of each month at the I. O. now unfashionable. For, Jlke the to commend tbe appointment of Chief
O. F, hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
with all Pure Food Laws. No "Trust ""prices.
frocks, stationery has its swift tads, Justice Mills to be governor of New
plies
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs. and demises. Quite the newest thing Mexico, and Its remarks are especially
Adelene In this line are cardB, cut to the size complimentary, as well as to the
T,,F. Dailey, Secretary;
of the note envelope, and decorated point. The Times says editorially:
8mith, Secretary.
"Its friendship for New Mexico and
with the monogram of the writer at
Sometimes a man can trust a wom
Maude, dear; an alienist la pot .. The doctors used to bleed a man
Its sympathy with the hopes of the an with very blond hair not to be so a No,
I
'
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND one side. ;
doctor
who alienates the affections for every ailment; now they bleed
each
;
Now the time is short, for engraved people of that territory in their efforts deceitful about all things.
fourth Tuesday evenings
him whether he has any thing tha mat-tof another man's wife.
The
caused
has
secure
to
statehood,
Visiting cards and monogram paper must be
with him or not.'
month at O. R. C. hall.
manthe
with
to
interest
watch
Timers
:
brothers are cordially Invited. W. ordered. The Optic Is prepared to ner in which the appointment of. JusDelicious Banana Cream
Mill at Night
. Alone In Saw
v
D. W. take orders for you and guarantees
r- - Pneumonia
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
This recipe Is highly recommended unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms
In this art, tice Mills to the office of governor
work
finest
the
possible
"In
pneumonia,'says TM.t
treating
or
cold, W. J. Atkins worked as; night
received. ,
Condon, secretary.
by one. of pur correspondents; try It
of
as it transacts business with an east would be
Sanders,
at
Banner Springs, Tenn.
watchman,
of
of
a
citizen
the
"The
appointment
, ,
for dessert tomorrow.
ern stationery house that Is a leader
Such exposure gave him a severe cold only "tried y I ..trf8 for1
ORASXEKN STAR,: REGULAR
was what the1 Peel five
Cough ItCmedy."
bananas, rub smooth that settled on his lungs. At last he
seconaana irartn in its Hue". CaTT"ftt the business of- territory hadto a
large
to demand 'and with five
people
right
I
of
would
treat othe,
us
fice
course,
let
and
month.
and
to
had
He
of
each
'Add
work.
you
of
tried
quote
prices
sugar.
up
many
give
teaspoonfuls
Thursday evenings
they had a right to expect the appointtoms with different medlcineSL
All visiting brothers and sisters are show you samples. The prices are ment of a man of high character and one teacup sweet cream beaten to a remedies but all failed till he used used this
,
remedy many times in
I Dr.
reasonable and the samples ele
King's New Discovery. "After
- cordially
tayited. Mrs. Sarah A. very
known ability. All these expecta- stiff froth, then add one 10c package using one bottle, he writes, I went medical practice and, have yet faihilj
0
gant.
JELL-11-In
Ida
of
dissolved
Lemon
tions have been realized in the apback to work as well as ever." Severe to find a case Whera It "fcaa not con
Chaff in, worthy matron; Mrs.
mold colds, stubborn,
of Judge. Mills, If we are to teacups boiling water. Pour into
v
pointment
coughs, inflamed trolled the trouble. I have used it
'
8eelinger, secretary.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
judge by the expressions of the press and when cold garnish with candled throats and sore lungs, hemorrhages," myself, as has also my wife forI
NO.
(Not Coal Land)
?
...
cherries. Serve with whipped cream, croup and whooping cough get quick coughs and colds repeatedly, andreof New Mexico.
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE
of the Interior, U. S.
relief and prompt cure from this glori- most willingly and cheerfully
Department
at
adminthe
had
been
"It
that
or any good pudding sauce. r JELL-evening
hoped
Monday
,
4,' meet every
N. M., Nov- istration of Governor
ous
medicine. 50c and f 1.00. Trial commend it as superior 'to any other
Santa
Office
at
Land
Fe,
revisitwould
All
urry
is sold by all grocers at 10c per pack- bottle
"their, tall on Sixth street.
1909.
free, guaranteed (by all drug- - cough remedy to my knowledge."
23,
ember
r
atsult in reconciliation of the various age.
Invited to
For sale by all dealers.
,
gists.
Lena
that
is
big brethren cordially
Notice
hereby given
factions Into which the people of New
G-- ;
E.
N.
McAllister,
W.
C.
N.
on
M., who,
tend,
Isaac, 6f Watrous,
Mexico are unfortunately divided and
Would you say that the legislation
If the fellow who wants the earth
When a man puts on a loud necktie
Comctock, V. G.; R. O. Williams. March 24, 1908, made Homestead En which, have resulted in delay In her
;
a gay dog if he should get it he would still kick about against betting on the ponies was due
be
would
a
he
It's
treasurer;
4
Sec.
sign
EVCrltes,
3,
SW
W.
No.
for
the
13756,
try
secretary;
admission to the union and serious
to race prejudice?
the tax assessor..
trustee. Twp. 16 North; Range 21 East, N. M.
knew how.
O. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
detriment to her interests. It was
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- no altogether the fault of Governor
NO. tion to make final commutation proof,
Curry that he failed to bring peace,
IRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
- 102,' meets every Friday night at to establish claim to the land above and it Is not too much to say that Govbefore Robt L.. M. Ross, ernor Mills is confronted by an her)
their hall In the Schmidt Duildlng, described,
U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Ve- culean task, since it is essential to the
at
eight
Fountain
Square,
west of
10th day of Jan- success of his administration that he
cor- gas, N.. M, on th
o'clock. Visiting members are
..
- uary, 1910.
V
first secure harmony. That he will hare
.,)
presinames as witnesses:
dially welcome. Fred Phillips,
of the press in his
Claimant
the
dent Jas. Lowe,1 secretaryWilliam Smith, Ma,tt., Gerk,, Ramon efforts Is assured If we are to accept
COUNTrujlllo, of Watorus, N. M , and Cody Ha ATnreKslnns at, their faCA value.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
W. Summerlin, of East Las Vegas, and If the press of New Mexico holds
and
second
CIL: NO. 804, meets
- N. M.
up his hands It is safe to say the peo.
rhnradav. O. R. C halt PIOMANUEL R.. OTERO, Register.
ple will second his efforts to give the
members
neer building. Visiting
......
a wise administration.
territory
Are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
of things it will be Im
In
seed oil. Being the largest
Cottolene is made from
S.
F.
j
Tommy's Pop "My son, you are possible for any man no matter how
Q. K.; E. P. Mackel,
of
oil
the
seed
"I
distributors
hat."
earnest
on
new
Tommy
and honest
world, we can select oils from the secmy
great his ability or
THIRD sitting you always claimed there was his purposes to please everybody, but
thought
B. MEETS FIRST AND
the best seed. This seed is crushed, and the oil refined:.
tions
at
the people of New Mexico having ex
evenings each month, - never nothing new under the sun!"
odor. From Cotton-- f
exclusive process, and made
in taste
Hall. Visitpressed their confidence in Governor by
V - Fraternal Brotherhood
to
and
themselves
Mills
owe
the
It
K
C
are
Most
rising
human hands never
the .oil from which Cottolene
field to Kitchen
housekeepers
tag brothers are coraiany
Baking Powder these days. A single common good to . second his efforts
J OILa 1UVI,"11"! ' '
Mexico.
of
a
that
is
result
to
New
be great improve- for the advancement
is made.
when, you buy Cottolene you get a cooking
trial shows it
; Ward, secretary. ;
e
ment over the
Baking Pow- - It will he necessary to lay aaide facwhose purity and cleanliness you can absolutely rely.
one
-sera ana a uue ecuuumj m
tional differences, to perhaps overlook fat, upon
K C. costs less, works
MEN MEET IN
household.
there
of
from
and
made
. possibly could
political antagonisms
lard,
and better,
hog fat;
say the same
Brotherhood hall every second
lay aside political ambitions and to
disease and
chances
for
it
contain
me
to
too
at
t6.germs
many
fourth Thursday, sleep
secure
wel- A man's Idea of good housekeeping make other like sacrifices to
hrnthers
always
m.ui-Cottolenewill
food
Mexico
"
make
.
uncleanliness.
New
to
what
viBikiua
of right belongs
ran,
, delicious, nutriDavid is when there's the devil to pay In the
a
as
and
whole.,
.
its
oome to the wigwam
people
him
from
healthful. Give it a fair trial and you will never
but his wife keeps
Waite H. r Davis, kitchen, It
"The Times wishe3 Governor Mills tious,
out
rani,'
finding
1
1
collector of
lard.
success and hopes his efforts In behalf go back
Chief of records and
Of New Mexico will
:
by
':
(
wampum.
For A Lame Back
'
his people.
When you have pains or lameness
NO. ,545,
:
imfiE
is
:
m thA hack bathe the parts witn
.. .
t jV""- j. ju.
"How's your wheat?"
evr
not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
Chamberlain's Liniment twice a day,
LOB B. Meets
"First rate."
the vesir massaging with the palm of the hand
nesday of the month in
to
is packed in pails with
"Pigs doin' well?"
Dougr for flv minutes at each application.
Monteflore,.
wimr,i
Novo 5rklr1 in Rllllr 'Cottolene
TVOUX V1 A15i'it
"Fine."
keep it clMj( Tresh ,n(J mMt.t0,,
flannel sllgh!- .
of
a
VlsiU
piece
Then
dampen
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
las avenue and Ninth street,
come 'round all
on
"colt
"That
bind
and
liniment
puny
it
this
with
invited. ly
.
tag brothers are cordially Rabbi over the seat of pain, and you may right?"
rreeident;
"He sure did."
r
'
be surprised to see how quickly the
uunries
Made only by THE N; K, FAIRBANK
f.
lameness disappears. For sale by all "Glad to hear things is so likely. Bill,
3. S. Raisin, secretary,
dealers.
How's your wife
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We Know That Gbttblehe Is Pure.
What Do Vou KjiSW
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cotton
producing
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in
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and

neutral
touch
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COTTOLENE

'Guaranteed
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It is pssibl for even the greatest Nan Let me aee; Clarence is your
wrestler to be thrown over by a girl sentimental lover, George Is your prac98
who doesn't weigh more" than
tical lover, Alfred is your timid lover,
pounds.
and Jack well, where does Jack come
Stung For 15 Years
by indigestion's pangs trying many
doctors and 1200.00 worth of medicine
in vain, B. F. Ayscua, of Ingleside, N.
Life
C, at last used Dr. King's Newcured
Pills, and writes they wholly
him. They cure constipation, biliousness, sick headache, stomach, liver,
kidney and bowel troubles. 25c at all
druggists.
.

'.'

.

v

in?

Fan
sify.

.

..

Oh, Jack is too

late to

clas-

Chicago Tribune.

For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
The Intense itching characteristic
of these ailments is almost instantly
allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
severe cases ha v been cured by it.
For sale by ell dealers.
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rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
lostvitality and vigor. Refuse r ibstitutea.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the" blood, restore
AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY.
FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER

V

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Large Buying and the Very Mild
Season Forces Us to Make
an Early Cut in,
Prices of

All But Some
Not
'
of the below named

and Vegetables
Fruits
f
f

'

which we will offer

'

Are likely to be included In your orders via

"Malay's 6rapea
Navel Oranges
Pineapplos
Grape Prnifc
Eating Apples

.1

-

Cranberries

,

VEGETABLES'

.

.

Radishes
Parsley
Rhubarb '
Salsify
Cucumbers

Las Vegas Celery
Albuquerque Celery'
'La Graces Celery
Native Head Lettuce
'
Green Chili'
,

Turnips
Leek

Carrots

'

(

..

Cabbage

A

Green Beans

Fresh Spinage

1

1

4

shall be pleased to have them
directed to the Store of

IKE DAVIS

II

the ' kind your

beginning Nov. 30th. This is your opportunity to be fitted and &s Cited
HahfQov .in and Jet the experienced demonstrator show you the ART
- OF DEVELOPING YOUR FIGURE
into the long, slender graceful lines of
the present modes There is an American Lady corset for your figure whether it is stout or slender.
All fittings are free.

Wm. ilfeld,
Ludwig
xfXJ,
vltrllire Street.
'
j
S

:

k

'.

! If

WEATHER REPORT.
December 2, 1909.
Temperature: Maximum, 49; minimum, 27; range 22.
Humidity: 12 noon, 53; 6 p. m.,
69; mean, 63.
Forecast: Tonight: partly .. cloudy
with sraow in the north and east portion and colder; Saturday, snow and
colder.
"

used to make

grandmother

1

2

"I

Phones .Main 193 and 194

V

always go in and havej

friends who

a chat with "Tom" are at a loss for
a pastime whenever his restaurant
'

Is closed.

Get the best at Nolette's barber
shop.
Regular meeting of the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company this evening
at the fire headquarters on the West
-

Jake Graaf,

Side. .,

LOCAL NEWS

Whiz party, Saturday night. F. B.
Chas. Greenclay was able to be oit hall.
sev
today after being indisposed for
eral days.
Now is the tfme to he fitted in a
corset at Jake Graaf'e.
good
Whiz party, Saturday' night. F. B.
Miss Cora Bailey,

to use.

is the floor

-

flavor.

'''

;

No bleaching or blending but

just straight good Kansas wheat. Then
s

for real graham

flour and pure corn

PHONE MAIN 107

THE BEST

the popular young

THOSE WHO DESIRE

t

Christmas cards and booklets, make
In' this sale of trimmed hats each
your selection before the assortments one a bargain, so be on time, Satur
are broken. Special prices in large
day only, at Mrs. Strass'.
Store. s
amounts. 5 and
Miss Blanche Faulkner has resign
Home dressed chickens at Peter ed her position with Mrs. M. J. Woods
'
Roth's.
and taken a position with E. Rosen-wal& Son.
at
15 per cent off on trousers
Taichert's, Saturday only.
Just received a new lot of rugs,
come in and see them. May & Hile,
Saturdvay only, all "trimmed hats at Bridge street, opposite the Brown
cost Mrs. Strass.
Trading Co.

meal ours has no equal At your grocers or

i

SIXTH STREET

Miss Fansworth Is at Graaf's to fit assistant &in the offices of the Aetna
Loan association, was too
Building
you In a good corset..
ill to be at' work today.
25 PER CT. OFF on all standard
25 PER CT. OFF till Xmas on every
watches at CELLERS'.
thing at CELLERS.

Its made from the

best of the wheat and retains the meaty

.

IN THE

And nothing but the best
for the money they pay,
are PERFECTLY contented with the values-wgive in Our COFFEE
department.

d

Las Vegas Rolkr
Phone Main

Mifl

131,

ry and diamonds

important, not only for the present, but.
also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
'
help to your every day business.
JThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day or its or-- "
ganization.
-

,

-

The First National Bank
JEFFERSON BAYNOLDS, President.
'
HAIXETT KAYNOLDS, Ass't CMtler

FRESH
AND

All Kinds of Coal, Wood and Coke. . Pine and
'
pinion Wood

CANNED

.

Foot Of Mxin St.

21

Direct

Importation

.

!

-,

if You Aro Particular
and Oof '00
In Your Selection of
v tTb Gtn ZTnso You
Tern

I

Wedo not blend op cm stock. We leave
it to'Chaco and V. ' :rns ixperts. That is
zzz is to sell
their busings. C v r '
1

are.
that why
Chase'trid Sanborns Sole Agents

Grocers,

,

l

Ta-foy-

Pay Your School Poll Tax.
I am instructed by the board of ed
ucation to begin with the collection;
of school poll tax for the year 190'
at once, which is $1.00 for all able
bodied men over 81 years old. My
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock:',
p. m. at my office, in the City Hall. . '
CHAS. TAMMB,
, t
Secretary Board of Education.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. ag
in the wood. Direct from distillery to-you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try

.

I

STEARfl

s

TMcgstotst

v;o

L2zdshsro ciri? Csksrts

REMEMBER
We deliver plants or cut Iowej
oni. be
FREE of CHARQE.

ti iii as Near Yoa as YaprHi!Jeleptone.. ,

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

Carstalr's rye served at the Antler
only.

Boston Clolbiog nouse

Mt

r
u

U

.

.

.

T

known.
We would be pleased to
serve you.

:ln Las Vegas
Steam Laundry

.

Harvesl

STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

,

a dram of Old Taylor boorbo

at the Opera bar. Served from Bar
'
rels on the bar.
4

The best draft beer in the city. At
,
The
morn
Lobby, of course.
Carriage goes out Saturday
Leave
Friday.
ing, returns following
Pabst's draught beer on ta only
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
at Opera bar.
t
Co's.
Trading
All Aboard for

THOROUGHLY

.

vV'i

Fresh Boasted Gcffee,
"Stands Without Peer"

-

DANGER OF DISEASE.
We WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from in
fected sources and everything we wash is

v.

A marriage license" has been issued

r

-

msrri

H

-

f

v
t

V-

-

,

--

33

in ' an American Lady corset.

j";;;.': ,,main ei

r

:

mi

to Jake Graaf's and be fitted

'

BOTH

D. W. CONDON

Phone Main

Come

Methods

CAPITAL ana SUKPtVS $130,000.00.
E. O: KAVNOLDS. Cashier.

!-

on jewel
"

by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.

Our Sanitary

OF LAS VEGAS, NBW MEXICO.
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II! i Pffl'S

evening of social pleasure.

Hawaii

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

.:

e

to. the following parties: Catarina
John S. Clark and family will soon
aged 25 years, resident of Socan have the same. The articles are move into the new Clark home on
and Juan Baca y JLobato, aged
on
corro,
any Eighth street, which Mr. Clark purgoing , so if you have your eye
Las" Vegas,
design get busy as Christmas is com- chased recently from James Robbins. 49 years, resident of
two
of
these
The
people will
10
5
marriage
Store.
soon.
Cent
and
ing very
take place in this city in the near fu25 PER CT. OFF on stylish handbags ture. '.
V
Tom Delaney, the Sixth street res and all leather
at CELLERS'.
goods
never
are
doors
whose
taurant man,
closed to any one, has been compell
Monogram paper and engraved cal
M. E. Sunday school
opens next ling cards make acceptable Christmas
ed to lay down his labors for a few
on
gifts. The Optic has some elegant
days and close his ' restaurant on Sunday, December 5th. Be there
account of Sickness. Mr. Delaney'a time. Every, officer and 'teacher of samples which it would be pleased to
the Methodist Sunday school are urg show you. Christmas orders should
ed to be an early attendant next be made now.
Sunday at 9:45 a. m. Special music
by the Sunday school orchestra at the
ST. PAUL'S GUILD'S ANNUAL
M. E. Sunday school, next
Sunday.
SALEDon't miss it.
of useful articles will be leld Tooe-daDecember 7, at Guild hall. There
will also bo a booth for home-mad- e
candles as well as a sale table for
cakes, bread, etc '. All during the sale
the ladles will be prepared to serve
coffee and sandwiches at 15 cents.
The liberal patronage of the public
as the members of the church
as
are a safeguard against the Is well
earnestly solicited.

CJIs

J

till Xmas

at CELLER8': '

. No twoi nlecea of our hand painted
china alike, so what you get no one

OF A GOOD BANK

.

.

A sample line of fancy feathers just
The Normal and High school stu
received, in this sale, for cost, at dents will gather at the T. M. C. A.
Mrs. Strass. Saturday only.
building this evening for an informal Orders

llWOUR
5UiC; HUN
V"
blan,

AT

"

25 PER CT. OFF

'-d;

-

;

WB ANNOUNCE A

!

not to carry""Qvr, seasonable
goods. We nav6 made a
deep cut in prices begining
Saturdav morningr. that
though our stock is large, is
certain to reduce same.
I

torn

And we

of

,

,

Hubbard Squash
Yellow Pumpkins
Sweet Potatoes
Red Beets
Garlic

If yon want bread that has the real taste

ii

j

"w

Cooking Apples

,

Special Demonstration
0' American Cadp
corsets- -

It always has ben our policy

I
Winter Nellie Pears v
Fancy Jumbo Bananas
- ;
Oocoanuts

:

Sealing Stoves

Saturday, December,4th
'

3, 1909

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,
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S

tJp&Z'

Y.

iJW1)'

S'lHV

ol Las. Vegas and vicinity had the
ODDOrtnnity to bnr their
inf.p.r

"

clothes from a so large and well
selected stock consisting of Hart
&

Marx dothing.

'Jnhnetmi ' '

son Rrna. fnmiRhino

T

0.T1

onA

WnmU.. .r,

Wil-',- -..

CU

...Hawes, Stetson and Knox Hats.
i

euiui aiiu overcoats.

IHii Mm, Grcenberger
'it

fe"

M.

Proprietor

Coyrtfll

1909

bf
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